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PREFACE

00

This report on the Training and guiTort dT Educational Linking Agehts

is part of the Abt Associates Inc. study of the Re- search and Development

Utilization (RDU) Program. An "action research" effort sponsored by the

National Institute Of Education (NIE), the RDII Prograem was initiated as

an effort to close the gap between the produters and consumers of know-

ledge. This goal was to be met by helping schools to clarify and solve

local problems in the areas of basic skills and career education through

the use of innovative R&D products. A.major NIE purpose in conducting

the program was to learn more about the local school improvement process

and to add to existing knowledge.about.the design, operation, and results

of dissemination programs in education. '

Beginning in June, 1976, the RDU Program operated through seven geo-

graphically dispersed organizations or projects Which responded to a re-

quest for proposals from NIE and were awarded contracts. Four projects

were.under the direction of state education agencies (in Pennsylvania,

Georgia, Florida, and Michigan). and three were managed by multi-state

,consortia (the National Education Association, based in Washington,.D.C.i

the Network Cdnsortium, based in Andover, Mass., and the Northwest Reading

Consortium, based in the State Education Agency in Olympia, Ashington).

Some of the project stractures were specifically established for the pur-
r

-
poses of participation in the program, while others incorporated RDU ac-

.

tivitieS within an already existing structure or network.

All of the projects provided technical assistance to schools or
. .

school districts during several phases of a problem solving ptocess. Such

support was proVided over a substantial period of tiLiIPe., two years or

morel through two or more linking agents--individuals who coordinated the

servides providedto local schools and districts. Most linking agents oper,-
X 4

ated out of an intermediate service agency (i.e., a multi-district resource

agency) or a state .education agency, and_each served a specific, limited set

of local 'pools and districts.

The extent of services provided to local sites by aeiven project

varied, however. In some cases, the technical assistance and information

service.delivered to clients was coordinated by a full-time linking agent

1



with a small number of client schools. In other cases, linking agen ts

had a more limited relationship with schools in the RDU program, spend

ing major portions of their time on activities not associated witirRDU.

And some linking agent s were assisted in the prldvision of services by a

variety of other agencies.

A major objective of the Abt Associates Inc. study of the RDU Pro-.

gram is to study the roles and behaviors. of external linking agents as

facilitators of.improved problem-solving and utilization of infdi-maiion

at local sites. Cne aspect of this investigation has been to describe

and assess the types of training and support that have been
4

provided to

linking agents as part ofuthe RDU Program. The results oi,this investi-

gation are presented in this report.

ma,
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CHAPtER I A

'INTRODUCTION

"working intensively with this school has increased the rivalry
nith a,neghlroring school., How do I increase. the likelihood of
later *strict dissemination and ;aartion?

"There is no R&D solution to the identifisd_problem.i Now what
do /4,30?"

"The principal was appointed chairman of the district task force,
4 against his wishes. Consequently attitude was poor andhe

made efforts to subvert the project. How do I win him over?"

"The intermediate service agency took me in as a member of the
Tamily. They signed me up to work On all sorts-of committees
and assumed I would be the agency reading specialist for all

Ischtlols in the area. 'Howevere project directbr told me to
work' just with project schools..""

,

',have to 'continually remind the schools that I am there to
help,,and not to be a policeman. The schools/keep looking for

restrictions and pehnities--wondering whose side I am on."

"I felt good about my' job. .I was comfortable with the ambigui-
ity. And;to seemschools change and improve was very satisfying."

The above quotations come from educational linking agents (resource

persons e*tetnal to the school or school system) in the NIE-sponsored R&D

Utilization (RDU) Program., They illustrate some of the pioblems linking

agents face with their boundary spanning role,(role conflict), some of the

oreweras of,such a roll; (job sallisfaction, challenge and individual growth),
. 4

and some other issues such as the importance of both substantive and inter-

personal skills. Many educational dissemination and school improvement

programs currently, involve services provided by individuals performing link-

ing agent roles. As a response to issues related to such roles, the idpor-
. #

tance of training,and support has been emphasized in the recent literature

concerning these resource people (Butler and Paisley, 1978; Crandall, 1977;

Hood and Cates, 197 8). This report will describe and assess the types of

training and support that have been provided to the RDU lihking agents and

will then discuss the implications for the
51

training and support of educe-
.

tional linking agents in general. Finally, this report will make some

recommendations about practice s'that may isiProve linker training sand sup-
.

port In the future. .
r

This re pott is aimed ,a4 a relatively narrow audience, including:

4.
k

ird 3
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- include training, support and educational linking agent.

federal dec Sion makers
iand utiliza ion and who

concerning tike training

linking agents;

who encourage dissemination
make zesource'allocations
and support of educational

state and local educational administrators who are
concerned with the training and support' of existing
roles that are very similar to the.RDU linking,agent;,

O researchers and academics interested in learning more
about the training and support of external resource
people.

Definitions of Key. Concepts

r

PP.

.,
Before proceeding to addresd./the main areas of interest in this report,

.

three key - concepts need to be Wined and briefly discussed. These concepts
.

Training

For the purposes of this report, training is defined as an organized

set of materials and experiences used for: orienting and indoctrinating

the new linker; teaching (developing or modifying) the specific knowledge,

skills or attitudes that the linker needs to perform the job; and provid-

ing opportunities, for general education and self - development (Schein, 1A,65).

For the most part, training usually emphasizes the acquisition of knowledge.

Hood and Cates (1978) state: "Review or evaluation of actual programs of

instruction for linkiig agents suggests that many programs probably succeed

in imparting only orientation levels of competence; that is, they impact

(sometimes very effectively) general awareness and understanding..." (p.

30) .

However, the acquisition_of skills--especially interpersonal skills- -

is equally important, is much more difficult and occurs much less frequently

than-knowledge acquisition. Mednick (1964) provides a traditional defini-
,

tion of skill: "precision and timing of movements that are oriented around

a task or goal.' Tqr example, in learning t o swim, the required leg and arm

movements are within most individuals' behavioral repertoire, Learning

becomes the process of integration and proper sequencing of these behavioral

units '0 that the total skill, can be performed as airt integral whole without

faltering and without forced conscious awareness of individual parts. In

following the analogy, many methods are Lsed to acquire the process helper,

resource finder and solution giver skills (Havelock, 1973; Piele, 1975;

Butler'and Paisley, 1978) of linking agents.' Some learn by being dumped

into the pond and some learn by sequential trail-and-error peactice. Others

*'3Ire fortunate enough to receive guided instruction.

4
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Attitudeealsoplay kn important part, a long with knowledge and skill,,
, . ,... ,.

ill influencing be4iior. llowever, few training effortshave attitude change

as a dissect target (Prieiiander and irown,1974). Uiu4lly it is Aped

thatKattTtudes will cingeilndirectly ia--a result of'ohanges in Other ,,
,

i t
knowledge or skill or boy:

So
t

.
, ,

.4. (')

assuming that there are various ways to gresent an organized set of
. b

materials and experiences, an assessment:pf.these different ways would
4 .

coucern the extent tik which rearning occurs, ana, the extent to which that

learning facilitates the accomplishment of desired oltoomes. The little
,ca

empirical evidence that does exist.concerning linking agent training tends

to demonstrate that what is taught (rather than what is learned)'des,seem

to be appropriate (in other words, it has high face vatdityl. Unfortu-

. nately, thii allows few assumptions about training effectiveness. Even
1

whenllearning is measured, learning does not necessarily equal performance.
t

Fleishman (1953) long ago recognized that performance depends not only upon
. ..

training but ark° upon the social environment in which the trainee actual*
.. .4',

must function. More recently, Argyris (196S)4talks about the Jespoptance

of being able to diagnose situations and develop the required cooperation

in others so.that acquired interpersonal competence can be Performed.

Thus, a description of4he types of trminievapproaches condUcted by

the seven RDU projects is relati vely straightforward., providing allood

indicator of current, linker training practices. However, an assessment of

linker training is more difficult. This report will emphasize the perception

of linkers concerning their training, but will not be able to examine external

assessments of training impacts upo n outcomes such as improved linker

behavior. Linker assessments will be supplemented by an evacuation of the

match between training methods and expert opionions about effective training

e
N *Support o

For this report, support is defined as the set of organizational"rela-

tionships and processes that facilitates linker performance and leads to a

favorable situation or climate, for job accomplishment. One of the difficult

aspecti of the linking agent role is'that, due to its dispersed character, it

is socially isolating (Louis and,Sieber, 1979, Havelock, 1969). The linking

agent is erloye4 by a centrally located,ofganization, but is frequely

located in another "host" agency that is in closer proximity A thersites

5
r ..4./
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to be served.. Since much of the linker's role involves field service,
. . 1

$ '

often Wsites thatare at acme distance from the office, linkers may find it.
. ...

'

. mord difficult than their office-based peers t'..o develop a suiport,ive group

., ' /. 4 1

s r
2,

' ',among these potenti4i colleajues (Mile;Isky, 19 ,

.
.

!

a .

Again,-. as with tralningethere is, a patio of empirical data' about

support systems. ,The newness of the lihker role in any kind of in organ:

- -ized.or.sysematto.proiiram pr;c4des,:"hard and fastm'conausions. However,!
. e APP

5: diver)... the, opportunity to observe and conceptailize linkir suppOrt systems".... e
ifi a few,inStanceo(e.gc, thd National piffustan Network (see Emric0!19771

. 46

A or.

and the Pilot State Dissemirtation Program [see Louis aneSieber'1979]):
....;

...

.

e
.there aresome emerging, Consistences-.7eopecially conceintng the importance

,

. ,

of support. Two participants in the Belmoht Conference on Licer Functions

and Support Need* (cosponsored by USOE and NIE on Nov S` 1-4, 1977} summer.
0 ,

1 .,
.

-
.

ized--the current assumptions by stating: .
O '44)

"Ccmtervatiori of the humin resources that linke' represent

is critpar% Linkeis are too often second c ss citizens t

in thair own agencies, trithout friendly support, feedback,
autonomy, and resources.,", ,

-'

.

"Mai taining ad organizational suppOrt base is essential-for
the survival of the

,

liRei."
.

. .

. v , e .

The seven MU plojects all made sane attempts to address the need for
. 5_' .

.

Social support atong'linking agents. In some cases, attempts to provide

' 'support mere made throug'h "c cult riding" of central project staff: -i.enot
A

in the Network Project. I other cases linkers were broughtOtnto the cen-

,...,/ tral office or staff meetings on regular occasions. As was shown in-Sieber

0.1.5. Louis and M tzger (1971) this was a generally effectve mechanism fOr pro-

'4

vidinq support and influence to linking agents if ' meetings Were structured
/ . . s

for searing, and if linking agents felt that cdhtsial office staff members.

have a clear sense, of what life ion the.firing line is like. ;nipper RDU L\-.

projects, different mechanisms for reducing linker isolation were ufed.
, .. I. . 0

these included hiring linkers who were already members of their. %host" oi-
.

.

Apanization, (thus presumably increasi4 th probability (that they already
v 4 0

hid A local support system).or oebuildingllin some institutional responsi -

Ike, 41, t A tI fa

.
aff-

biliOy for .supervising the work of theillinkef within the intermeditete agency.

.1'.
r

Butman and Lohman (19781, in an examination of thk Northwest Beading
''

.

Consortium (N C} Project, odtlined five significant support functions thaj,
t- 4 II / e°

'4 '
A )C . N ''

*Jr

44" . Or
.

e

,
.

t
--`-

:6 q5
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are indicatrve of thesources'of support in any of th
.

other projects as

`:Well. These include: , .

.
1

. 'management support (budgeting, coordination);
.

., . -,

.4 knowledge bate support (identification and acce
validated prOducts); 0'. i .

. ' e' l
. --

' training support:
--

1 ' ,
* peer support; and

co evaluation support (including assistance withdocumen-
' tation an0 formative feedback). 1

, r

.

Educatidnal LinkingAgent e
4

'-..- e
.

Louis (1979) defines an educational change
r

agent as: "an individ -

ual, group Or organization whose objective i, to assittclients-1. id -

uald, groups or systems - -in.either locating Or generitinq information

(and skills and attitudes) that will enhance the-. clients: functioning at
. . - i

.an educator or educationalesyste7."This definition was the liesulft'of her

review Of numerous previous definitions, and represents an inclusive but

meaningful delineation of the important dimensions of the role: RDU link

ing agents clearly fall within thii definition, yet they are differAt
..

from many others in this role in at legit three significant ways. First,
.. cc I

the RDU linkers were required to use the "rational probleM solving model" :
%

(defined in different ways, depending upon the project) t9 assist cliets.

' Secsd4,1 when locating or ge tihg,information, the RDU linkerswere re-
'ir';

str?Ceed to a liefinedin se of R&D products - -usually in a sled.-

fir problem area such aS reading,career education or inservice (again,

this differed by project). . ,
ea. . .

' Finally, the RDU linkers were part pf 'a 'major documentation effort,
t

, c

one which encouraged participants toyincrease their awareness of the know-

ledge uttlization process. While these differences make the RDU linker a
.

apecial brand of,linking agent, tat training and support issues, remain the
. ,

same. Indeed', theirvneed for training and support is probably greater

given the additional complexities of their,role.

Focus of this Report *
. . i .Q111.

,,,,

4

Hood and Cate, (1978) summarize past thinkingabout linker training
. ^ ..

et
and sup rt in thee review of the, literature as follows: "Up to no,"

cieoptionsmost con ptions about linking agent roles, functions and training and
. ,

___

7
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support needs have'been based on a priori assumptions: (p:.30). In contrast,

this report will begin with and emph& size actual experience as reported by SO

linking agents in the RDU Program, and will minimize the use of previous

conceptualizations except as they are useful in understanding what happened.

From September, 1976 through June, 1979, the RDU program operated

through seven projects or organizations around the country. It began with

96 linking agents, ranging from two fu ll-time lykers in the Pennsylvania

School Improvement Program (PSIP) to 46 part-time linkers in the Michigan

Project flee Louis et'al., 1979 for a description of this program and

related studies) : This report is

tetiVe data obtained from project

terviews and a conference Wthq14

interviews with the seven project

bawl upon both qualitative and quanti-
Ne,

staff. 'Qualitative data comdfroM in-
416

linkers. (2 Arom,leach .project),Aind from

directors'ana.,a number of linker super-

visors. (29) in the host agencies which were the linkers' "home base*"
--""'. , .. .

ti
Host agencies were usu-ally-intermgitiate service units whtah,,, whine .not an

(5 ,
4,.... v "

official. part of the projectstaff, housZd the linking agents. Quantita-
- 13 .

...-___
. . .

tive data come from three surveys of t'd linking agents. These respondents

. eepresent most of the linkers from fivi Projects (the Northwest Reading e
-...

Al .0.

Consort4gm--NRC, the Network Consortium, Pennsylvania, FlorSda and Georgia).
, ..- .

and a Apg;of,linkers from two other projects (NAA and Michigan ;. -1..'

Althougiijvcik of: the data06I1Ation effort emphasized other iSsueS4
. w . ,

-,,,* .17.,.- ,

,there' were Aues0R5h1r1V.ibth the qualitative and Taantitetive approaches

that adOressea tinker AtarrIg and suppv.t. these ..5uestions (and their,..,.

subsequent analyiis) were guided by a numperot.isSUes of importance in
. 4

ttr °Y./ 05 irpg Alid 'support of liniaiigagdntS Each of the remaining chapters, .

-.

- 5

7--,

along with the is Sups on which that chap
, ,i A ,,,,

. 1

V v V V

pr'.4n1 , is blIpily described

. vine
Chapter II describes the training and support activitiet bh0*ccurred

,thethe seven almoti projects. There are a number of,limpoctSnt decisions tomt,","*".
5

'5g rt -

be made id the design and conduct of linking agent training and support.
4.- iu Eor example, what amount of traidtng and support is appropriate and what, is

.
a timely malpqr of providing such efforts? What sbOad be the focus or

- ,

vf""
4 content of trfirling and support acieivitiei?, NhatskilIs and knowledge,

t+' A

// t
.

! Ykt

' . ' '.

. 4

,, /
'.

1

K '41.-
i k '4

i Y I
oo

L"

1a s 5. '.
...

% t.,4 , ,

:. 4,,
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a

should be provided by linker training? And in which
.

.iypeslof roles will

linkers require suppoCt and assistance? Finally, whYshould be the providers.
. .N

4 of linker support and training? Frie-7n the strong need for local acceptance
r--

of linkers, yet the strong programmdtic emphasis 'provided by federal funding
, -

where should the loc us of control be for various training and support

activities -- at the,natiOnal, regional, project or local level?
f

With these important des1p dedisions in mind; Chapte r II prov ides

seven "oink° case studies bflthe training and support systems thdt did

occur in the RDU progra?, and.presen'tssome cross-project comparisons along

the decision points,listed above. These-4m4n1" case studies reveal a

surprising Lock of variat.igp illetraining and support efforts across the

seven-pirojects, despite the laqk of guidelines from federal program sponsors. .

e-
Chapter III provides an assessment', primarily by linkers themselves,

of the training and support activities that they received. In order for

project director's office, such as consultants, other linkers and the'host

oanirailon-staff.

,Chapiee IV discussealtheirelationship among training and support

ables and other variableS such as role' conflict, linker satisfaction, linker
4

behavior and perceived impact of linker behavior on local school gutcomes.
. -

improvements to be

to learn, from what has gone o before. Row useful were the.traihing and

support activities

provided?. And how

chapter finds that

made in these activities in the future, it is Onportant

th4;t wetelprovided?. Haw timely.were ele activities

appropriate was the amount that Was provided? This

there is. more vari tiOn in the perceived usefulness of
.

support structures across p'5ects th an the perceived usefulness of

training activities. This 1.ariation occ argely in perceptions of the
. . /4 .

usefulness of those sources of support provided by sources outside of the

Do training and support. relate diiierentlo these importanf'variables?

these relationships modified by individual or, job Characteristics? Given
. .

a' limited amount of resources, how should they be spent .(emphasizing training

or,support) to obtain the most impact? And in what areal; of individual and

pr§anizatIonal outcomes can'impact be expected? The analysis reveals that

the relationships between support and ;training variables and linker attitudes

'and behaviors are quite weak, except for certain subgroups of linkers -- those

'who are.younger and les s experienced.0,4

Chapter V provides'suggestions for improvirig training and support .for

linking agents in the futdre, through a discussion of the implications of

the results from the'pli program'S experiences.

pg /6
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CHAPTER it

DiSCRIPTION'OF-RDU TRAINING AND SUP
.

Each of the seven RDU projects relied in varying degrees upon externally

0.

based linking agents to facilitate improved problem solving and use of infor-,

mation at 1obal sites. icarly the linking agents performed a variety of
\ .

roles and activities, inc uding facilitating the decision making processby

clarifying goals and providing leadership, facilitating the transfer of in-

formatiqn, mediating among autonomous and sometimes competing organizations
1

and individuals whose resources and services required coordition, and gen-
.

erally supporting the operations of the project at the locjt4 level.

Generally, the linking agents' activities were expected tolAraw upon

three kinds of skills:

f(
process skills, designed to help local school staff to
bettor engage in the problem solving process, including
assessing needs( assessing the match between innovations
and problems, organizing clients into work groups, re-

' solving conflict, and assisting implementation and eval-
uation;

content skills, including advice about the particular.'
innovation or problem area in question; and

4--

general support skill, involving general human rela-
tions sensitivity, the ability tp provide extra time,
energy and managerial support to a local school's
change activity and the engageient of such rolia as
observer, 4ecudinrer, resource person, counselor and

4 coordinator!.

4,
Each project included training and support mechanisms fOr the linking

agents as part of its overall design and operation. Before describing and

assessing the t raining a d support that was delivered, it is important to

note that.4here
4

was a fai amount of variability both betw een and within
4-4. /

.
'

e
/

the seven projects,onisevetal factors affecting the linking agent rote.(see

Louis et al., 1.470. Among these factor afe:
.

- ",

'1
the "'scope of linker involvement n the RDU project;

A

the number of sites served by each linker;

the degree to which other individuals or organize-.

stions were involved in'providing assistance to the
local 'school sites as part of the RDU project;

the degree to which the linker was a member of the
host organlzation prior to the RDU program;

' -56
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the type of host organization in which the'linker was
located (school district, intermediate service agency,
state agency);,

the degree to which the linki ng agent functioned in a
simiIar'xoIe prior to the RDU project;

the degree to which the.linkerpreviously,interacted
with the local RDU sites as part of his/her other
roIe(s).1 and

the degree to which the linker's host organizatiOn 'had
a previous association with the project organization
headvart0.

.

Despite:these differences fsong the projects, each project provided

training and support to linking agents at least to some extent. Training,

ts., emphasized our content areas, including infqrmation or skill related to.

the problem solving process., interpersonal or group dynamics; the use and

availability of the knowledge base (the pool of innovative programs), and '

the administration of the RDU project. 9upport emphasized assistance in

two main areas of linker responsibility; as a procelis helper (assessing

'Deeds, organizing local action teams, resolving conflict, and training

in group functioning and the problem solving process); and as kresource

.

6

I

finder and solutidn giver (conducting information searches, identifying

and obtaining appropriate RED products and arranging fo5 consultants and

technical assistance).

Although it is difficult to distingUish among different types of

occasions wilich included opportunities for training, (project meetings

of an administrative, nature, consultations between` theninktand

ious technical assistance agencies or consultant 4nd formal. training .

sessions organized by the project staff), some n indigatbrs do kc-
.

4

ist for discussing the training received tly RDU linking agents. A sux-
.

vpy question asked linkers to rate/the extent to,which training was
is

received in the four different content areas noted, above. The average

for each content area ranged from 3.0 to 3.6 is:J:1'a five point scale and

,did not differ significantly among projects (see Table iI-I). Howeve

it is interesting to note that information about project administration

was received the most and information about the knowledge base was re-

ceived the least in most of the seven projects,
/

The number of actual. training 44-5 received, however, varied'more
.

widely across the seven projects and can be dividell into three categories.

4

II
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Table II-1

Degreirto Which Training was Received in Four Content Areas
as Perceived by Linking Agents in Each Project

A -

,.

.

Name of'
, Project 1

Content Area of Training:
Information or Skills Rerated to.:

N

. .

.

TOTAL
AVERAGE

Problem

Solving
Process

Interpersonal

or Group
Dynamics

Use and
Availability
of Knowledge

Project
Admiis-
tration

Pennsylvania 4.0* 30 3.0 4.5 3.6

Michigan 3.7 3.2 3.0 .4.1 3.5

.

NEA 3.6 3.1 2.9 3.8

,

3.4.

Georgia 3.8 4.4
.

2.4 2.7 . 3,3

.

Florida, 3.3 3.0 . 3.3

.

....

3.1 3.2

NRC ' 2.8 '''" 3.2 , 3.0 3.8 3.2

i.

Network--- 3.0 2.5' 3.2 3.2 3.0

.

TOTAL AVERAGE 3.5 3.2 .

.

3.0 3.6 3.3

*Scale: 5 mg to a very great extent
'4 toa great extent
3 to some extent
2 m to a little extent
1 not at all

12.
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high (NOrthimst Reading Consortium, Network/Consortium and Pennsylvania),

',16;tdium (Geoigta and Florida) and low (NEB, and Michigan). These tegories

correlate directly with the percentage of time linkers spent on the RDU

project. As might be expected, the greater the level of involve_ nt of

, Tinkers in this project, the greater the number of days of training re- ,

.2

.,

ceived. *

Althopgh.fOrmal training was generally organized or provided by the

central project staff in each of the seven RDU,projects, support mechanisms

for linking appts, bOth 'formal and infcirmal, tended to emanate from either

i

.

the central project or the linker's hos organization;
.

Linkers particularly

sought support and assistance within their host organization for their role

as process helpers. In general, When linkers were already actively employed

members of their host organizations prior to their involvement in the RDU

project, their host organization contin ued t6 be their primary source.of

informal support ,(see Table II-2). 1 q

The remainder of this chapter descrtbes'alie training and support pro-

vided by each of the seven RDU projects. For each project, this' description
4%

isedividedsinto three parts, and includen,
,

I. Overview

the guiding assumptions of the project regarding linking
agents;

unique aspects of :the project which might influence the
resultant training and support activities; and

the approach of the project staff,towards linker turn-
over. N (

6 2. Training
ft

o' the frequo ency and amount of training;

the content area (information and skill targets), such
as information about 1) the problem solving process, 2)
interpersonal or group dyvamics, 3) use and availabil-
ity of the knowledge base, and 4) project addinistra-
tion;

.

the setting, including conference, small group, one-on-
one, or informal "get together ";

the techniques, including lectures, group discussions,
role playing ()I' written materials; and

the provider of. the training, including the extent to .

which outside consultants were used.

13
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Table 54 -2

Frequency Score of Support Sought by Linkers in the
Seven Projects from Various Role Partneri

%

Project , Area of Assistance'

.

-

I,

../k

A Central
- PrOject

Staff .

Host,

Agency
Other
Linkers

Outside
Consultants

Avg...(6.f. N. Avg. S.D. Avg. ' S.D. Avg. S.D. P

Northwjast Reading Pr ss Helper '' 9.2* 2.9 5.0 4.,2 13.0 5.7 , 10.0 5.0

Consortium Res uice Finder 4.8* 3.3 .2.8 1.7 6.5 3.7 10.2 %3
-11---
Georgia Pr s elper 7.0 3.1 14.0

.

3.5 9.5 4.2
-

7.7 7.2

. Resou inder -5.4 6.2 8.5 4.7 5.2 1.7 5.8 4.6

--INEursylvania Procds Helper . 9.0 2.8 7.5 7.8 0.5 0.7 3.5 0.7

.
Resdurc Finder 4 4.0 5.7 6.4 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0% 0.0

Network Consortium Process helper 11.7 2.1 12.8 2.7 -12.0 3.5 8.0 7.2

Resource Finder 11.5 4.4 7.6 7.2 6.0 7.9 h.7 5.5

N..

I

NEA Process Helper 1L.0 4.7 10.6 4.3 '9 5.1 5.2 5.7 5.1
. , Resource Finder 7.9 4.0 6.4 ,4.5 .-- 3.0 .4.6 2.8 2:7

Florida , Process Helper 12.0 4.9 11.8 5.2 8.9
.
6.6 9.5 5.3

esource Finder 10.5 3.5 , 9.7 3.3 6.2 4.2 7.8 3.7

Hicniga . Process Helper 8.0 5.4 1Q.7 6.2 . 6.1 6.2 4.0 4.5

Resource
, 1

8.8 5.3 7.6 3.6 3.2 5.9 2.71. 3.3

Tot Process Helper .10.0 4:4 10.7 5:1 7.7 6.4 6.9 5.4

.

Rr esource Finder

.

8.0

,

4.8 7.2 4.3 . 4.4 4.6

.

5.3 4.5
.

1

These entries represent the suM.of the scores on the facets of the process belperand resource finder roles
and ffidicate how frequently the linkers sought advice from each source. ,Range of possible scores 0-21
(the highefr the score, the =Ire frequent advice was sought)..

yy AIM
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,3. Support ?t.

441101111

the assistance or advi6e linkers received in their
roles as "process helpers" and:resource finders";

tte extent of rare formalization;

the level of interaction with various others; and

, the level of feedback and influence of others on
, the linker.

These individual project descriptions capture the flavor of seVen

different approaches ti5tralping and supporting educational linking. agents.

Oftentimes, the potential for understanding what acluallly occurred is lost

if just the numbers in tables and figures are presented. However, some sum-

mary-integrative discussion is important, and this follows the prefect

descriptions.

Description of RDU Training-and Support

Northwest Reading Consortium Project

Overview. The Northwest Reading Consortium (NRC) grew out of the Right,

to Read Program 4n the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Alaska. Thy

project office was located In the Washington State,Department of Education

and each of the four linking agents were located in an,intermediat service
o

agency in their respective states. The four linking agents were newly hired
4

by their host,agencies to work 100% of their time specifically on the RDU

program. Aus,,there were many ingredients in the situational arrangements

suzEounding theseelinkers that had the potential for ambiguity and conflict

concerning such issues as training and support.

One.of the unique aspects about this project was its special relation-

ship with the Northwest Regional Education Labs e NWREL helped

to write the project proposal and initially had a subcohtracting role for

the identification and dissemination of the knowledge base. Concurrently

with this subcontracting role to NRC, NWREL,also had funding directly from

NIE to be a national resource to RDU and RDX clients in the area of linking

agent training. While NWREL did play a minor role in the training of link-
.

ing agents in many.of the other RDU projects, their role with respect to

the NRC evolved into a major effort. it is interesting to note that the

project director found it uncomfortable working with a resourte that wa

not directly accountable to the project, (at first NWREL rec8 ed f ing

from NIE, Hot ROC), so eventually the subcontract wit NWREL was rewritten

1'
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4to include both a training and support responsibility as 2j. as the orig-
.

inal knowledge base responsibility. .

The kour linking agents were perceivedris key ingredients to the suc-

case of the project's activities. However, an awareness of the importance

of linker training and support, wis.bot,prbsent at the beginning of the

project. The one'Anstance of turnover that existedadmong the NRC linkers
A t

occurredbduring the. early part of the project, and there was no formal or

informal training of the new linker when she was hired. However, this over-

sight probably mould not have occurred at a later time in the project's

history, The perception 'of the importance of lihker training had resulted

in substantial effort by LA-oject's end. The perceived importance of sup-

port was slower in evolving and was just beginning to e conceptualized

and acted upon when theyroject terminated.

Training. Orientation for thi linkers freguently,by phone and

letter during the first few months of the prOject.

was conducted by NWREL in December of 1976, and the

occurred in January of 1978. In total, Vle linWers

The first formal training

last formal training

received 17 dais of train-.

-ing-divided_smonq_six_di4ferent ssions. From January of 1978 until project

completion, trainlbg./took the fo f technlical assistance from,NWMI. as re-
.

quested by individual linkers.

Linkers reported that training was. based on a wide mix of techniques,

including lectures, group discus ions and role playing. The small conference_

setting was most freirequently used. Linkers also reporte, substantial one-on-

ond interaction. Of the four content areas of training,-Information about

project administration was reported to be received most and information

'about the problem solvin7 proces1 least.

The emphasis'of the NWREL was to develop a "tailored training program"

(see Butman and Lohman, 1918) for the NRC linkers. As with the adoption of

any innovation, the use of "canned" training programs off the shelf has

potential problems and_shortcomingt Tailoring a training program implies

identifyinr4nd adapting existing training materials to appropriately meet

client needs and training deign specifications. ,Thus, even though the

resultant training design developed by the WPM in conjunction with NRC

project staff specified re1atively structured Mid events, the
ir?
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actual activities

some diagnosis and

. .-

e c

hat werq,conducted during eaoh*Svent were the,result of
....,

11'

offtinuing fort:35JY° evalUation.by qwREL. ,
.

. . ,
- Support. The 11inkers working on ,this project were moderately integrated

into their host orga izations. The host,supervisors.describe the relationship

between the l'ilnker a d the host agency supervisor as informal but still a
% .

superior -subordi relatioeShip wit4 regulaz meetings for lafOrala tion shar-

ing and problem s iankers report that project staff influenced them,
r . . 4

- more than host agency supervisors, pfobably be0Vse the Iinkeri Were hired,
.

. .

solely for th,A4.1 pr9.1;ct. 110 fact, they reported the leas4amount of influ-
'

ence from host supirvisore of all seven prajects,
. 4. *., .

_ i . ,.

I, 1

, 4

G or ia Pro act'
I V

. itie.Georgia Pioject,-located in the StateDe'pittment of idu-
1 r ..' .t. / S.
worked through three CooperatiVe Educ4tipn Servkce gencies to link

$ f
4

catip

R&D ppo cts withst

igf Osven of their eppl

These intermediate agencies aes grated i'total.

yees to be part-time RDU 14ing agents. Even though

these liciiters spent an erage of 67% of their time on the Georgia RDU pro- i!

# )(sot [for which their hos agencies Were reiz!Aersed), play maintained_a_strong

loyalty to their respectiv- agency s.

The one relatively uniq e aspect About the Georg ia Project was that the

three host agencies had been ing.work with local school.districts that'L was
. =

I very similar to that which RDU aponsored. Thus, many of the designated link-
\

ing agents were experienced with
..-

role for some period of time prior

to the Georgia Prbject. There was substantial turnover' of the individuals
.

designated as linkers.
r

This seemed to be typical for these. gencies and thus

was treated as a given by'the project-staff.

Tfaining. Formal two to three day\training sessions were held on four

occasions to impartinformation about needs assessment, planning, interven-

tion and implementation. These sessions were Owed on the materials deyel-
,

oped by NWREL. In addition to these ten day3 of training, some training

also took place in quarterly meetings between linkers and the project staff.
c

'Nm..........training was under the direction of,iide project staff, bit was conducted" .
by thiNgWREL under a small subcontract. Also, an individual from the NWREL

served as a consultant for three days to the project as a follow-up to the

intensive sessions.

17
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2
Information on interpersonal...And group dynamics was reported ,to be the,

. ,

most 4mphasized in the training that was received; and information about the .

use and availability of the knowledge base was the least emphasized. The
- L

conference setting was most used, along with some small,group and one-on-one

sessions with the trainer. Written haterials were also heavily relied_

along with some use of role:playing'and group discussions.

Support. The Georgia linkers were highly integrated.into'their host

organizations, most having worked there prior to their participation in the

RDIS program. Linkers sought advice and assistance from thesp'host_oganiza-

tions and reported being most influenced by their host organization super-
,

visors. The main support from the project staff was provided during

quarterly, project meetings for information sharing and problem solving.. In

addition, information by mail.
e
was verrfrequently transmitted by the project

staff. On rare occasions, the project staff would interact with local sites

on behalf of a linker, thereby signiTiantly increasing the linker's influence

( "clout ") with that site. While not as high as the host organization influ-'

ence, the linTeill--mlso perceived the prOect staff as influential and a

resource-in their protess_helpei - _

The linking agents have written lob-descriptions, but they4were created

by the host agency, not the project. This is another ereample,of the integra-

tion of linkers with their host agencies. Very little feet back'was provided
-

to linkers by either the project or the host agency. / ';17,

Pennsylvania School Improvement Prolect `.'411

Overview. The Pennsylvania School Improvemen0.roject was located in'

the. State Department of Education. The prOject worked through two linking
1, A

agents, each hired and supervised by an intermediate service unit, working

full-time foi the project.
.

The project staff emphasized the importance
--...:

a
of the lini$inlrellet Indeed, the linking agent was the focal_point forill

.: .--,r/\ .. Pp

resources and interaction between the project and local sites.
=

. 4.,
--. ;,,,

There were two relatively unique aspects about this project thjleeli have

obvious relevance to linker training and support. Firsts this projedcha47
1 ' 9,"' '

the smallest nuFter of, linking agents, greaily simplifying the ttairi4ng ,and
4

4 , , /4 i x-11.

support tasks. Second, this Proje6t. had,strong linkages with threi/risource i
=. .,

-,. .i

organizationY that were directly,aCcessible to the linkers', and through the .

linkers, to the sites: Thee organizatiOns included the Learn ng,Redearch
0\

..e._
.

ip
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a I
- .

andjlevelopment Center (LRDC), Remearoh,for Setter Schools (RES) and. ,

o

Research.and Inforltion gerViceWfpr Education (RISE) ;hese three&
.4 A '

organizations previded direct support to the linkers and, thereby, to
/, .. A .4 //

the
.

schools. .

V
A

f r' _ , . k .00

. , The, project staff were very involved in monitoring,the Performances
,

. . .

of each linker.. IA one of the intermediate units, the project staff sug-
,

.1.

gested EH need to replace a poor performer and subsequently helped to select
z

a new linker for the vacancy. This Involvement was in contrast to the
..

.
.

'initial selection of the linkers in which'the.project was minimally involved.

Training. The-amount Of training received by the two linking agents

I .r."` "

-

M

aft

was substantial, more than any of the other six projects. 04/6 the life

of the project, training focusing on the linkersiweither individually or

together, occurred on over 60 dif/mrent occasions. DurIng.the first year

of the project, there was no formal training. Rather, the linkersworked

closely with members of th chool Assistance Team,,takidgen apprentice-

ship role and learning by doing: Also, the project staff madlltnumerous

visits to the sites 67477Mtlgt meetings, providing, a model to the'linkers
.

of how various steps in the proble'i solving process should
o

Formal training sessions did occur during the second year

for a total. of about ten diys., Outside resources such as
A

brought in to help with thesesetsions. In addition to tiib in-person train
f. , .

ing, an extensive training notebdok was compiled fltIr linker reference.

he content of the,training,emphasized information about project ad-
,

be a ccomplished.

of the brojgct.

the Network. were

ministration and information about he problem salving procesS Information A.
.. .

.4....
ig

pc4rning group-didalcs and th awledge ease was lass frequently provided. 00

,,.. .
. 1,- .

Some conferences were held, but the major setting for training was one-on-one
Al . . _,, ,

. ,
sl

with a trainer or project staff).' Discus4 sion was,theapproach most relied

.

Olipon, Long with written materials (notebook). Project staff were the usual
: . . ..

. .
, ,7

providers of training, along with consultantsespecially those connected with
... ,

the three resource organizations.' 1.
. , , _..,,.

o , , -4 - 4
Support. The host sbervisors described a moderate amount of intega-

, pion of the linker with other host organizational members. Supervisors

descri d their own relat ionship with linkers as infoimal but still super-
.

- ,visoryp2with regular meetings for information iha4ing. The linkersrepo'rted
w

19 021.==160
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oft,

,

. .

. . .
a high degree of'influence4irce the project staff andoderate degree

.
,

-of influence ,from the hOst supervisor . = .

B.
Linkers relied most heavily On the project staff tfor assistance with

their process helper role, and most heavilx,on theAdst agency f4r limas- .

. .
..,

tv' * a
ir,

tance wit h th it role as a resource finder. There was very little influ-

t..A .-elde of linkers each other and very littleAcommunication between them.

e,
.

, . ._ t...... . 1"," .
Asking for assistance from one linkerAo another'was almdist.npp -existent.

, .

, t
oiIrs The linkers do rept a relatively high amount of communication with .

.

,,,

0
0
project staff, host organization staff and outside consultants. Ttle use

1 1 *
of'three etterhpl research agencies as support group?for the linkerdwas 4

unique among the.projeets; In fact.., ,these agencies formed the school
. .._

eli

intssiptance.Xpam

and took'k relatively directive r9e in theoproject dur-
i Ar

t
T the first year, such that the linkers and schools missed them when

they took a lesser role the second yehr.. .

While no formaljob description existed for linking agents at the
1

beginning of the project, both linkers have written their own job difscrip-
-

tions since.
4

Network Project

Overview. The Network Consortium Pioject Was located.at the Network

in Massachusetts. Ate project cohtained six linking agents, housed in six

different states in different types of host agendles ranging grom a, school
.

district-in Washington Uxthe Network itself. The linkers were hired by

their respective agencies and devoted 6etween 80% and 100% of their time to

the project. The.projea's strategy relied heavily dn the linking agent
. 11

role, minimizing the involvement of any other technical assistance agencie,

in this probleq solving process.

. -- Two uniqup aspects of this project cone'erned a special emphasikupdn,
-r

providing-support to linking agents. First, linkers were sUpported for

80% of their time by project gads. The other 20% was to go to their

agency supervisor. This would hopefully encourage the agency supervisor

to support the linker through interaction and accestiliility, and eqcour -

4 . age the agency to integrate the linker by 1Rrovidingthe remaining 20% of

financial support required. This :supervisor arrangement was %wave among

the projects, even though it only worked as planned in 'two of the six situa

1 pons. (In two cases, the Linkers only worked 80% of the time, and two

a

..101

L
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cases the supervisors,didn't acce pt their 20% in order that the linkers

could be reimbursed for fool' of their time.) Second, there was a strong

emphasis on tne part of the project staff bowardsi linker support and

training. Foi"examplo, a, special staff position was created whose sole

responsibility was to provide linker support..

Turnover occurred in two.of tEe six linker jqsitions. This was

especially frustrating to the project staff because of their lack of

involvement in the replacement of these two lihkers. The project would

have preferred a heavy emphasis on thi selection of linkers (thus reduc-
da

ing the emphasis on training). Since the project was not able to influ-
411

ence the initiaii_selectionar the replacement of those linkers which- left,

this increased the importance of training and suppOrt'in the view of the

project staff.

Traillning. The project began with a week-lon orientation meeting for

all linkrs. This meeting Primarily emphasized roject administration.

The project contin)6d with two or three day meetings with all linkgrs (and
,

1

usually their supervisors as well) every six months. While these meetings

phasized planning, coordination and documentation issue's, they also served

training ,function. These meetings at ,first approached training by,design-

i formal sessions for the acquisition of specific pre-deteinsined skills

that should be useful for linking agents. The linking agents resisted this

approach, feeling they were already skilled professionals. For the second

. year, the orientation was changed to role lazification and emphasized infor- 0-

group discussion. In total, some 20 da s were spent in these semi-annual

meetings.

In addition to these project meetings, th oject staff personi-espon-
IP

sitale for linking agent support and training made - periodic "circuit rides,"

spending week with each linker 111 the field. Aese visits were meant to
.

provide both training and support and were supplemented by wee kly phonok

contact during the remainder of the Also, a "tool kit" of written

resources was compiled and distributed tO nking agents. The kit empha-

sized the role' clarification theme, filing resources under various job

"activities--thus eooming a self-teaching job aid for linkers. While mpst

training activitiesvere,conducted by the project staff, outside consultants

(such as Gene Hall from the University of Texas) Oere also occasionally used.
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In addition, there wa'S an attempt ,to have linkers experienced on other' oj-

ects in,the Networg.teaching the RDU Network linkers. While ati*, this

/-was also resisted bythe EMI linkers. ,.

. .
ii

Of the four poAtent areas of, training, each were perceived to bb3received, ...

to some extent. The leant amphatized content area concerned inform on about

group dynamics. ..._ \ Mk .

--.."

N.. 1 ,

4::
c4

.Sdpokt. The host supervisors for the sixietwork linking agents

described a wide vagiety of levels of integration between linkers thd other .

. tO
host agency aabey itp, ranging from none for some linkers to a great deal for

othe Host supervisors, also characbtrized the interaction with,their linker

as ranging from formal o ana collegial.' For the most part, the in-
.

teractten that did took the form of information,sharing. Linkers re-
0

ported being influenced most by their host supervisor's, fotlowed by Project

staff and other linkers.
le

The project at first assumed that support would occur thrbhgh a sys-

tem of informal., interpersonal communication. Howeirer, the diitances were

%too grecs thus, the project staff member in Charge of linker support and

training actIvel.1/ initiated an informal telephone network, circuit rids!"

ground the county to visit each linker, and conferences every six months.
.

.

National Education Association Project (NEA)

Overview. /The RDU project associated with the National Education

Association had a,number of unique characteristics which influenced the

,resultant training and support activities. The project office was exper-

ienced in j.nteracting directly with local teachers. The project formed

linking agent pairs known as facilitators) composed of a State Education

Association and a State Department of Education representative. NEA was
.

the 401y Matfgrojett in which linkers were housed,in state level organize-,

tiops. Theta representatives ;tent only a small percentage of their time

on the RDU project about 12%). This project placed'a great emphasis on

the identificaiion'and distribution of a knowledge base composed of in-
.

service-eAucatton materials. v.

The project attitude towards linking was very broad in scope and very

,minimal in intensity and included central project information specialists

that respond a toil -free telephone number uasd by local schools to

request in" rvice materials, the state facilitators and the local school
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.
inservice committees all as part of the linkage function. KEA wanted to

work with people who were hIieady available in the state and local educe-
.

tional systems, rather than add new people. Thus the facilitatorh were

already a part of their respective organizations and simply assumed an
. . .

additional role for the duration of the project. When turnover occurred,

the state organization was responsible for identifying a new individual to

assume the facilitator role, and to.orient,and train that individual with

respect to RDU. In summary, the project staff felt 4 certain lack of depen-

dency upon these facilitators, who played a minor role in the 'dissemination

and utilization process. This greatly influenced the training and support

activities that were provided._
ti

_Training. The NEA project was organized into three phases, with new
.*

facilitators and local'sitesadded in the second phase, and only a few
/

sites.selected to continue in the third phase. There weretwo 2 day

sessions for the Phase I facilitators (first year of the project) and two

2 1/2 day sass/oris for the Phase II facilitators (second year-Of the

project). The Phase III facillitators (third year of the project) were a

, sub-set of the Phase II group And received an additional 2 r/2 days of

training. Thus, the Phase I facilitators received five days of training

over one year, and Phase II and III faciAatators received 7,1/2.days of

t training over two years of involvement in the project. For these facili-

tators (who were to spend about 6 1/2 days oil their time per site, per year 4

, for an average of four sites), the training was perceived as relatively

substantial.

The training emphasized general orientation to the project and informa-

tion sharing about procedures.in,a fonkl conference setting using lectures
4 .

and some group discussion. A "simulation" experience was used ffier a morning

of one of the fessions. Of the four content categories for training- the *
)

facilitators perceived that information about project administration-was .

received post and information about the knowledge base was received, least.

Initially, the Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE) was

Contracted fojr the training of facilitators, but this arrangement was

stopped after the first training session.* The Northwest Regional Educe=

tion Cab ( NWREL), also helped in the conceptualitation,of the training

design (two days in 1976 and two dais in 1978), and two NWREL people 'served

f . \
*The Far West Lab was also under contract to provide one set of training

experiences, but this too was cancelled, prior to implementation, by mutual
agreement. , -, .
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as co-trainers for the Phase III training. Finaliy an individual from the

Educational Improveme nt Center served as a consultant for a second training

session of the Phase I facilitators. Thu?, outside consultants/contractors

. took majoh&11 responsibi1ity for the direction and conduct of the Phase I

training sessions. The project staff designed and conducted the training

for the ,Phase II and III facilitatorst w th some outside input from !MEL.*

Support. The NEA facilitators were well integrated into tteir respec-

tive host organilations. The RDU project mply representeeag additional

role for already actively employed members of the State Department of Educa-.

tion and the State Education Asspciation. The host agency. supervisors re-

ported an informal or collegial relationshipwith the people designated as

linkers and described regular meetings for information sharing. 'NO their

role as process helpers, the linkeri reported seeking advice and assistance

Am people intheir host agency and the project office with equal frequency.

Ag resource finders, linkers relied somewhat more heavily upon the project

staff. Very little assistance was sought from other linking agents or from

outside consultants.

florida,Linkage System Project 4--
Of

Overview. The Florida Linkage System, located in the State Depart

of Education, worked thro ugh Teachd Education Centers (TEC) to help, local

sites become goli.d dedision-makers concerning problem solving And knowledge

utilization. The linking agents were selected, hired and housed in a TEC, .

A

and thus brought* a strong staff development set of" expectations to their

interaction with schools. A guSping assumption of this pro ject was the
-)

recognition, of the importarfee of an interpersonal approach to helping

, schools. The provision of inforMation enough. Thus, even though
4

tice ,linkers usually brought a substante background to the job, the proj-,

ect empha.sizede relevance of appropriate personality characteristics

and p ebs skills.' . e . ..,. .

ere were two relatively unique aspects of this project that influ-
....

bnced the training and sdpport efforts that oCcurred. First, the involve-

ment of universities (in concept, if not yet in practice) and the redefin-

ition of university professors wasiiiecial to this project. State funds

1(

.
.

are available to allow professors to be resources to local.schools. Thus,

the Florida linkers were testing a model that could later be implemented

. .

*Much effort was also spent by the project staff the cumulative

development of training materials, recently issued in published form by NEA.
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by university professors playing a newpole (process expert rather than sub-
.

stantive expert). Second, the project emphasized the importance of both

an external inking agent And an internak change agent team made up of two

diteachers d an administrator. Thus, both the permanence and the importance

of the external role was ambiguous, especially since the target was local

staff improvement and the linker's role was to be responsive to the inter*

nal change teams."' .

.

. There was substantial turnover of linkers (30%) and the project ap-'

proached this with acceptance ("turnover is to be expected in this type +
.

. . .

of role"). .

..

Training. The

tb

was no training for linking agents at the ,beginning

of the project. In January of '1977, there was a five-day session for all

linkers and the'local site teams. Following this intensive session, ' .

. .

training occurred periodically in conjunction with the project's bi-monthly

meetings of linkrs. Modularized training materials were typically used in

these meetings, fpr 1 1/2 hour training sessions.
1. ,

. k\,

While tlie initial sub-contract for training had gone to Florida State . .

University, this was changed to the University of Florida at Gainesville,

under the direction of Bill Drummond.. DrummRnd and his associates are well

known in the state for developing training materials. This subcontract

existed for the remainder of the first year at 4 mode::::11eyel, but was

reduced substantially/ for the rhainder of the Eroject. During the first
./

year the intensive training occurred as well as visits by Drummond to

linkers and sites. Following the first year, some'telephons contact

occurred along with the periodic training modules at linker meetings (see

fr,,Dmummond, 1978).

--Thus the t raining, while minimal in amount, used a wide variety of

settings, ranging from conferences and small groups during the ihensive
I %

SOILS S to one -on -one and inforn&l get togethers &ding the visiting and

telepho ng activities. The,four content 'areas of training were,all

perceived to be received to sore extent with no area being especially

emphasized or slighted. The.basis of the training was the material and

training nddel developed by NWREL.

Support. Bos4'supervisors otthe Florida linking agents reported that

their linkers wererery integrated with the other members of the respective
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agencies. An informal but supervilbry relationship was perceive d by Most

host,supervisors, with,most meetings emphasizing koformation sharing and

problem'solving. Linkers reported a moderate amount of influence cn their

time and activities from both the project staff and the host supervisor.

The host supervi6,,wea.the biggest 'source bi assisance concerning the
--t- ?

sinkers in their process helper loles,the vroject staff and the host agency
4 7'

, /
e4 ''I

6 provided support concerning the resource finder role. Support was also

evident at a moderate level from other linkers in the project and from

outside consultahts. /
The project staff reliedheavily on the telephone for the support

of linking agents, aiong with monthly meetings. Considerable job ambiguity

and conflict was perceived by linkers during the initial months of the

project, perhaps due to the,lacx of a job description, a4 limited state and

teacher center Aerience with the linking rble in any form.

(
Overview. The Michigan EDU,Project was located in the office of Career

Education in the State Department of Education. The Career-Education Plan-

ning District (county) coordinators were asked to take on the linking role,

in addition to their normal responsibilities, for a small percentage of

Michigan Project

their time. The linker's role was to assist the local site teams in carry-

ing out a planning process in order to adopt an RAD* outcome in career edu-

cation. Just as with NEA. Michigan wanted to work within existing structure

to encourage institutionalization, rather than create new ones. Consequently,

the project placed little emphasis on the linking role, provided no financial

supportaer the linker role and had little influenctover how the linkers

spent their time. Linkers were to be responsive to site teams, assisting

When called upon.

There were two uniqueaspects of the Michigan project that deserve men-

AO tion dqe to their pqtential impact uponitraining and support activities.

First, the large number of linkers (46) was substantially different from the

ether six projects. Even though the project was confined within the boun-

duiesof one state, the coordination and resources required to interact'

wyth 46linkers were significant. Second, the primaryresponsibility of

e'e\hese linkers had previously been to the vocational education program, with

Ir little experience in career education. Thus, for many linkers commitment

to t e M chigan Mb project came very slo4ly:

. /
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Very little turnover occurred among the linke , and when it did, it

was handled by the Career Education linning Disteri t in the normal way--

idth noettention paid to the RDC_project.

Training. During the first six months of the project, some orienta-s.

tion b9 mail occurred concerning site nomination proc es and budget

information. In' January of 1977, a onelay orientati meeting was .con- .

ducted for the linkers by the project office staff. This meeting, included
*

one-half day devoted to a simulation game about innovation in schools. A

three-day training session was conducted by NWIREL in October of.1977 for

linkers entitled, "Preparing educational change agents." Finally, a day was

devote4 to discussing technical assistance oppmrtunities in January of 1978,

conducted jointly by the project office, High ScopO and the Wayne County

Intermediate Service District. Three one-day workshops were also provided

to site teats concerning the stages in the problem solving process.
.-

These

were 'repeated around the state so that schools could more easily attend.

The linkers were invited to attend the.workshops along with their sites.

In sudbary, linkers could have received a maximum of eight days of training

over the life of the project. The average mmountsof orientation and train-

ing received was closer to four orfive days due to sporadic attendance.

Wayne County Intermediate Service District did have a subcontract fOr

training: however, most of their efforts were directed at the local site
1%.

teams. The major training activity for linkers was the three day intensive

session conducted by NWREL.

Of the four content areas of training, information on project adminis-

tration was reported to be received most and information about the know- .

ledge ba st. 'Conferences were the primary setting for the training,

with little us of small grOups, one-on-one or informal get-togethers. tw

Some lecturing and some role playing occurred, but the primary training

approach was reported by linkers to be the use of written materials.

Support. The Hfchigap linkers had been a part of their host organ-

izations:eft-I< to the RDC protect, thus.they typically were well inte-

grated. The relationship with theirkhost agency sdpervisor was relatively

formal in nature, with regularly scheduled meetings foi information shar-

ing taking place. T16 linkers reported the greatest influence on them com-

ridg from their host supervisors. The amount of influence perceived by
1
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linkers from the project staff was the lowest of any of the seven projects.

.The host Agency provided assistance and advice concerning the linker's role

of being a process helper more than any other potential source of support.

The project staff-was most heavily relied upon for assistance concerning

finding and obtaining resources for the local sites."

There was a low level of communication bet linking agents and

//giters in the projeCt. Occasionallyi a wri ten memo wa circulated by the

project office. When formal training sessions were co ducted, many linkers ,

simply didn't attend. Thus, the support activities perceived by linkers

were minimal.
6

Cross-Project Findings

Although the previous descriptions cAn be seen as seven distinCtive

approaches to Linking agent training and support, there are certain common

features and issues of interest that emerge from them. When looking across:,

the four content areas of training that were provided, there was a mix of 'co,-

settings used, techniques or materials employed, and types of individuals

providing the training in each project. In all projects, conferences or

workshops.were the most frequently mentioned setting for all content areas

of training. Informal "get togethers" occurred least frequently as a set-

ting for learning, experienced by an average of 24% of the Milkers. Approx-

imately 50% of the linkers received one -on -one training in the areas of use

and availabilly of the knowledge base aLd project administration, but much

_less so in other content areas. Overall, one-on-one training occurred least

in the NEA and Michigan projects, which is not'surprising, given that these

projects had the largest number of ,linkers in the RON program.

The main techniques used for training ,were the use of group discussions

and written guidelines or handbooks. The litter were cited in every prOject

for all content areas with the exception of information about group or in-
,

terpersonal dynamics. Although role playing was less fr equently used, it

was mextiOned in every project as a technique used in learning about inter-
/

personal and group dynamics and about the problem polving process.

q

"See tables A-1 through A-7 in the Appendix for summaries of the amount,
setting, techniques and provider for each content area of training for eAcp
project.
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The vrovider of training was most frequently a project staff member.
LT\

Outside consultants were also used, although.to a lesser degree than proj-

ect staff, especially to provide training in the area:as.,problem salving

and interpersonal and group dynamics. A common thread through many of thb

project's training efforts was the involveme5t of the Northwest Regional

Education Lab (NWREL). While =wit heavily involved with the Northwest

Reading Consortium, NWREL staff members conducted some tape of trainin

session for most of, the prOjects. The materials developed by NWREL are

widely known and have been received by most of the RDU linkers (often prior
16

to their becoming RDU,linkers as well as after, a repetiti2n of questionr

able worth-re Chapter III). These materials are based upon the materials

and experiential learning model de ped by the National Training Labora-

tories and are composed of a series exercises and theory presentations

emphasizio0 effective interpersonal and group processes.'r-

With regard to the training received, there seem to be some differ-

ences of opinion on tbie part of linkers as to the form of tile training that

took place. For example, the survey responses indicate that in each proj-.

ect, linkers did not fully agree on the setting, techniques and provider of

the'tlhining (see Tables A-1,through A-7 in the Appendix). These mixed per-

ceptions were relatively few in four of the projects (Georgia, NEA, Network

and NRC), but .accurred more frequently in three projects (Florida, Penn-

sylvania and Michigan). Much 9f this difference in perceptions can be ex-

plained by turnover in linkers or non-attendance at training sessions.

An attempt to group linkers' by the amount and type of training they

received used a series of dichotomous variables (received/ not received)

indicating training received in valicus content areas using various methods.
,

The similarity of any two linkers was measured by the number of items that

both Marked "received. A matrix of such measures relatingal'pairs of

linkers was subjected to a cluster analysis to identify any patterns or cate-

gories of linker training. One Large cluster of linkers emerged from this

analysis along with two very small ones. Subsequent comparisona among thesh

three clusters on the original variables showed no substantial differences.

This Lack of difference combined with the disproportionate size ot_the first

group suggests that there were no major identifiable variations in training

among linkers by project, or by training typology, but rather that the.
4

*In addition to this substantive foundation, there was also a financial
arrangement sponsored by NIE (RDU'projects received NWREL services at half
price) which encouraged NWREL involveqent.
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training received by RDU linkers was, on the whole, similar in nature. . This

lack of variance has implications for the analyses rOoking at the dffects

of training And support which are discussed in Chapter IV.

Although project staff members were seen as the most salient providets

of training, with regard to support, RDU linkers were just as likely to seek

and receive assistance from staff within their host organizations, particu-

larly regarding their roles as process helpers. This occurred most kquent-

ly in projects in which linkers were members of their host organizationq prior

to their involvement in the RDU project (as in Georgia, NEA and Michigan) or

where special structures were established to provide for regular supervision

within the host organization (as in the Network). \

Data from interviews suggest that project directors &sand it somewhat

difficult to maintain a clear differentiation between training and support
ti

(although typically tra441ing can be classified as the more formal of the

two). However, linking agents were able to distinguish between training

and support in their response, to the surmo,questions. in many projects,

linkers perceived that they htd a high amount of training or a high amount

of support, but not both. In other words, training receilied,nd support

received were perceived to be more negatively then positively correlated.

If the seven projects are classified into high, medium and low categories

on training and support receiTTed, the following distribution occurs, demon-

strattng this differentiation between perceived training and support.

Amount of Support
Received

Mb

Amount of Training Received

High

High

Medium.

Low

Medium 3 Low

Florida Network

,

NRC Georgii

Penn.

Michigan

.

NEA

.

;
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It Is inteeesting to note that the Network linkers rerceiv that most

of the interaction with the project staff and the host,organi tion was sup-

port rather then training, even though much of thiS int ion occurred

during formal project meetings and designated training sessions. On the

other hand/ Pennsylvania linkers interpreted most of their interaction with

project staff as training rather than support. On the surface this linker

perception of low amount of support in Pennsylvani; cqntradicts the exten-

sive interaction with project staff that did occur. However, interview data

suggests that much of this interaction was targeted towards supporting and
yr

assisting site activities rather than linker activities.
ti

The perception of the amount of training and the actual amount'of train-
,

ing received were not necessarily the same for each RDU_project. The Actual

number of days of training were computed for each project and the projects

weredividei-into high, medium and low categories, based on this total number

of days. When comparing the actual training with perceived training, the fol-

lowing distribution occurs:

unt of Training
Received

High

Medium

Low

Amount of Trainini Received
(Perceived)

High Medium 1.4w
.

-4.

Penn.

r

NRC Network

Florida Georgia

Michigan NEA

_

..

Some projects, such aa__Michigan and NEA, received very_little formal trai

,in actuality. However, they perceived their training to be quite extensi

On the other hand, the Netwotk proj.pvcerceived a low amount of training

even though they received a relatively great deal of training in terms of

actual days.

-e"
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.
It appears that "perceived training" is at relative concept. For

linkers who committed a small portion- of their time to an RDU project,

the five to eight days of training received was perceived as quite sub- a ,-
40:01:Atiar (i.,e1A,Michigin and NEA). In contrast, the linkers who devoted

most or all of their time to an RDU project perceived the 15 to 20 days

cg formal training recei7d as less extensive or minimal (i.e. , Network

and Georgia).
"WM

4
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CliAPTER., III

ASSESSMENT OF RDU TRAINI AND SUPPOI
-4

In ordir:to better understand the pro s of training and supporting edu-

pationai linking agents, anyassessmet of the trailing and $pport activities

of var us RDU projects was conducted. This assessment was based upon
!

th perceptions of linking agents the recipients of the training and support

efforts) as well as*pon -the application of principles of learning that can, .
-

. .

serve as indicators of training effectiveness. The results of this assessment

are,prw.nted id this chaptpr of the report.
41) Ok

'
i,

. One of the"major objebtives o4 this presentation is to provide a bei4s

for 'suggestions on how to' improve"Iinker support and training. The assess-

ment,descriLed in this chapter Is not meant as an evaluation of project

stfectivenesi or of the efflativeness of the RDU program as a whole., For .

many of the seVen projects, training and supportaf linking agents repre-

sented a relatively minor set of activities, oz., was even an afterthought to

what was perceived as the major cbjective -school improvement through the
"

agaption of Rap products using a problem solving approach. Even this ptudy

of linking agents, a4 sub-study withig.the larger Abt Aisociaftes; study of

the mu program, was not part of NIE's original intent. Ifis, the follow-
-,

41; a

ing assessment.is not based upon the intent or the implementation fidelity

training and support activities, but rather emphasizes what actuality
4

occurred. ,

The,redeinder of this chapter describes a framework fdk assessing train-

, ipg and,suppori and then discusseb cross-project findings based on the appli'
.'

4acation of this frtmework. Finally, a brief summary of the linkers' assessment

of each.prq6ept's.irainip9 and support is presented.
, .

.

Framewbri
.

_The primary source.-of data for the...aksessment of linker training is the

perception of ;inkifig agents. Linkers were asked to assess their training
.

along three dimensions; including the usefLness of trashing, the timeliness
.

a , i
..f training and the appropriateness of the amount received. 'The results of

this linker assessmlnt are pretented in %able III-l. Linkers perceived that
,

.

the,training was useful "to some extent.".., And in About SA of the time, the
. . .. .

linkers perceived Osatth* training was timely and in the appropriate &mount.
, 1 ., 1 0N
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Linker

N
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$Tt.

Table III-1

'3

Asseismerit by,ProjeCt of Training Received

r.

.
.

.

Project'

- .

-

AveragA
Extent Traiding.1

Was Useful*
.

4 .

.

ApproPiiateness
of,

TiMing**

s

-APProPrilateness
of

Amount**
s--..

too
early

appro.-

priate
.% too
Late

% prefer
less

..

_

% right
amount

% prefer
more

.

Northwest Reading
ConsortiuM

Georgia

Pennsylvania

Network Consoktium
.

NRA

Florida

Michigan
, . ,

.

,

.

3.3*

3.'4

, 4.1'

2.8

.' 3.1

3.6

3.6

....---.-

1

*17

.

19

20

23

25

3

11

.

'A

.40

25

60

33,

74

57

47

43

56
/

20

44

1

40

42

.

-

'

.41"

-

,

**8

0

0

23

23.

19

39

.

40 :

25

60

254p

42
.

77 .

30

52

75

40

52_ OA
,

35

4 .

31
.

Average for all ARDU

Linking Agents
. o

3.3

4

20 . , 51

3

29

'

S." ft . 6"

ti)(ar--/

0 3?

17
*scale; 5 . b a very great extent'

4 to A great extant
3 to some extent
2 to a. little extent

not at all

ft

**The percentage of times linkers sated the training in
interpersonal cis group dynamics, use of the knowledge

ateness categories for timing and amount.

each of Uwe lout
base and pioject

1.'
r

content areas {problem kolving process,
administration) in ea41 of the appropri-

,
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In addition to linker pqrceptions, principles of learning aan be applied

to training approaches that occurred, forming an "expert" assessment. These

principles come from the work of a number of researchers (Campb41 et al.,

1970/ Bass and Naughan, 1969, Gagne and Rohwer, 1969; Schein, 1965) and

represent a Means of indicating. the effectiveness of trainin% activitiestin,

groducing-behaviotal change. These principles include:

-task1 or skill analysis (the Wictent to which the desired
,performance is broken down into basic component parts);

e participation of the learner;;,

'practice of skill or application of knowledge(.
S

)0 individual feedback or knowledge of 'results)

indi dual reinforcement) and

i. ansterability (thextent to which the train-
ing situation is b' the re&l world). 4

Most training research euygests what the more these six principles are a part

of given training Oplvoach, thasmoreeffective that approach will be at pro-

ducing skill apquisititgkand leafninij )

. In order to see to hat.IA e6scrprinciples are present in linker

training, the various..traini g appt esused in the seven RDU projects were

grouped into identifiable categotieds The'resultant categories, along with a

brief description of ( lcii,-,are as- lows:

1. One- on-one trails/xi'
'P s.

,'his approacb incorporates many variations (e.g. coach-
counseling/or, ser4ng as an apprentice). One-on-one teadh-

ingtnvolvesba high degree,of flexibility concerning indi-
vidual alffeiences of the learner and an immediate access to

knowledge of,results.and,feedback. These same characteris-

tics .re alSO associa..ed with ,one- on-one training by peers,

where experienced linkers train inexperienced linkers.'. The
strength of thih.indiviaualized approach is not so mudhim
being able to demonstrate correct behavior, but rather in be-
ing a le to'recognize correct behavior in the trainee.

2. Role laying and simulations ,
0 e

"The role-playing method requires trainees to project

themselveO into a simulated interpersonal situation and play
the parts of the persons and situations aehigned td them"

(Maier, 1965). Learning occurs due to the feedback avail- '

able from other participantO and the trainer both during and

. after the role -play and dui, to theopportunitykto practice

In lact, peer training ',courted in only two projects and in a very
minor waY*Ain one project, one experienced linker did a lot of cross -age
helping of the other linkers, and in one prbject, towards the end, inex-
perienced,linkers shadowed experienced linkers on a ohs - on-one basis.)

k . A 4
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and improve.your.behavior: In simulations, the essential
characteristics of a situation or activity are created for
,the trainee to experience.. The use of case studies, crit-
ical incidents or gaming canralso be included as simulation
methods. Axle '-playing.and simulations are dynamic, have a

high face validity, telescope time, and feedback, and are
atively non-punitive. They create the experience.of the

intfdependence of organizational roles and facilitate the
prat ice of relevant skills.

3. Grou discussion

A group discussion is a for of two-way communication,
allowing some feedback andpkrticipation to occur. the em-
phasis is on cognitive transfer of knowledge rather than

skill acquisition and behavior change.

4. Lecture, and

5. Written information

These also are techniques that emphasize cognitive trans-
fer of.knowledge. When these are heavily used in training

4 situations, usually the assumption-is that behavioral skills.
are simply examples of knowledge application--a weak assump-
tion. With these approaches, there is little opportunity for
practice, reinforcement on feedback.

Given these five categories of training approaches, each can now be .

assessed in terms of the six leArning principles. Assuming a simple rating
*
of.high, medium and icw for the extent to which the approach utilizes each

learning principle acnd providing,a numerical score of 3, 2 or 1 for these

ratings, an effectiveness score can iSeobtained for each training approach.

This rating and the resultant scores are presented in Table 111-2 showing

. that one-on-one with a trainer is the most effective approach, and lecture

is the least effective.'' These scores were applied to the training that

was received in each project as perceived by the linking a gents (sap Tables

A-1 to A-7 in die Appendix). An average score was found for each content

area (adding the effeCtiveness scotes together for each of the five training

categories with a "yes" and dividing by the numbee of."yes" ArSponses),.and

this was mu1tip e score for the amount of training] received--resulting

in an effectiveness score for each of the content areas. These scores are

. presented in Table 111-3. The "pdtfect" score would.be 80, where training

was received to a very great extent, and only the most effective approach

(one-on-one training) was used, resulting in a score of 5x16.

36
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Table 111-2

Learning Principles Applied to Five Approaches to Training

.
t Learning

Principles

One- on-one
with the
Trainer

- ,

Pole-playing
or _Simulations

. ' -. ,

GrOup
Discussions

- .

Written
Guidelines Lecture

Skill Analysis

Participation

Practice

Individual,

Feedback

Individual

Reinforcement

Transferabi4ity

Medium

High

High.

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

Hill)

Medium

,
Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Mediums

Low

Low

Medium

Lot',

Low

Low

Low

Low ,

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

TOTAL* 16

r

14 . 9 7 6 .

*Scores High l 3

Medium 2

1

Thus, the highpr the score, thi more effective the training apprsed:.

r

a

.37
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There are at leant three weaknesses with this method for expert"
. .

assessment of linker training. First, it must be remembered that these

principles are most applicable to skill aoquisition,and least applicable

to orientatimn activities where the major emphasis is on the transfer of

information. Second, the learning principles are weighted equally, dis7

regarding much evidence suggesting that some principles are more important

than others. Fipally4 this method et assessment does not take into account

the issue of cost. For exrple, the lecture Aiproach can be 'Wended as very
.

'

?effective" for large groups of people on the basis of cost-effectiveness.

However, this approach does provide a general indication of the extent to

which the training is consistent with accepted principles of learning.

In comparison with training, stigport activities are more, difficult to

assess in any formal way.. Support for linking agents resides in atiditions .

or aspects of the work environment and, as such, resists leasurement ind"cate-

gorization. Compounding the problem is the overlap between training and sup-

port. For example, project training meetings often have as their main purpose

the provision of support, encouragement and feedback to linkers. And, visits

of project staff to the field to support the linkers often result in one-on-
.

one job training and development. Support can be intentionally provided or

can emerge as a response to needs. Support can exist at many levels, includ-

ing from the project saff, from an immediate supervisor, from peers, and even

nationally from such organizations as NIE.

. Since support is highly dependent upon the level of interaction.with

various individuals, linker perceptions of the usefulness of these interac-

tions provide the basin for much of this assessment. Linkers rated the

usefulness of assistance, in their roles as a process helper and a resource

finder/solution giver, obtained from various sources such as the project

staff, their host supervisor, and other linkers. These ratings for each

project are presented in Table 111-4. In addition, linkers rated the extent

to which they were satisfied with services from the project staff, as well

as the extent to which they were;satisfied with the timeliness of those 4

services. Finally, linkers rated their satisfaction with the interaction.

with the knowledge base or pool of resources. These results are presented

in Table TII-S.

4 7
38
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Table III-3 ,

Assessment by Project for Training in Each Conte Area

S

1

'
..

.,.)Project -0 ,
.,,, 0

.

\

° Content Area
. , , r

Pro rem
Sol ing
Process

4.. -
r .,,

Interpe:Fsonal

or Gdoup
Dynamics

-....-. ,._

Use Of the
Knowledge

Base

,-... .

Project
nis-

A

1
Average
Score.tra one

Pennsylvania

Georgia

Northwest Reading"
4' Consortium

Network Consortium

Florida .

.

NEA .

"Michigan
.

.

1

42.1*

46.

26.61

31.2,
1

(

29.
1

_---

28.8

(33.3
.

A
'

1

.

22.5 -

44

36.8

25

30

35.6

22.4

_

34.5

27.6

-----

31.8

36.8

31.7

,

17.4

21.

(

w

47.7\

21.6

34.2

30.4

29.4

34.2

26.6

36.8

35

32.4
.

30.8

30.2

29

25.8

*For each project (using Tableil through 7), an average score was found
for each content area (adding the effectiveness scores together for each
of the five Ixaining categories with a "yes" and dividing by the number
.of eyes" re pones), and this was multiplied by the score for the amount
of training received, resulting in an effectiveness score for each of
the content areas.. The "perfect" score would be 80 (training received
to a very great ektent (5) and all of it using the most effective ap-
proach--bne-on-one with a trainer (16)). .7

Ste'
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Table 111-4
4

Perceived Usefulness of Assistance Provided by Various
Sources in each by Project

Project

-

#

.

4 Area of Assistance

.

. .,

Usefulness of Support Provided by:
Average
'Total

For

All

Sources

. -

'Central
Project

Staff

Nola ,

Agency

9*
OtherNo

. Linkers

, Outside
Consultants

Avg.

.

S.D. Avg.

t

S.D. Avg.- S.D. a. Avg. S:D.

.

'Nerthwest Reading Process Helper #6 2.9 5.8 5.8 18.2 3.6 13.2 4.9 13.3

Consortium . A Resource Finder 7 4.7 4.2 2.6 9 2.9 12.8 .1
P

8.2

Georgia Process Helper 15.2 2.7. 16.5 1.9 18.5 3.4 -10.3 4.9 15.1 '

Resource Finder 7.4 5.6 9.8 4.6 8.9 2.0 7.0' 5.6 8.3

Pennsylvania Pfocess Helper 19 0 21.0 0

10

4 0 13.5

'
-

Resource Finder 15 0 15 0 0 (k 0 0 7.5

Network Consortium Process Helper 19.6 1.9 16.7 3.1 19.7 2111 '11.3 10.6 16.8

Resource Finder
r

.14.2 1.5 418 4.3 7 7.5 10.7 3.8 .10.4

NEA Process Helper 15.8 4.4 14.1 5.0 16.4 4.9 13.6 6.7 15.0

Resource Finder. 8.5 3.9 7.6 4.7 3.5 5 3.5 2.7 5.8

Florida Process Helper 18.5 2.2 14.1 5.0 16.4. A., 13.6 6.7. 15.6

Resource Finder 12.7 4.4 12.5 2.7 9.7, 5.6 - 11.2 2.9 11.5

Michigan Process Helper 1 14.5 6.1 12.1 6.3 : 13.5 7:4 5.8 6.7 U.S
Resbufce Finder

.

9:3 4.9 8.7 4.1 3.5 5.9 3.7 4.7 6.3

'Average . e Process Helper 16.6 4.0 15.2 5.8 15.2 5.8 9.1 6.8 14.0

# . ,
Resource Finder ' 9.8 4.9 9.1. 4.5 ' 6.3 5.4 .7.1 .5.1 8.1

The Ilia of the scores (0-30 on the facets of the process helper and resource finder roles representing how

frequently reently the link sought advice from each source. ran6 of possible scores 0-21 (the higher the

score, the more frequent advice was sought).

49
30
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Table 111-5

Assessment o? Support: .Summary IndicatOrs
Average Response by Project

F

w . .

.

Support Survey
i-rtrana----'

.

,

PrOjeCrO r.
.

.
.4

',. .

Northweqt
Reading
Consortium

. ,

Georgia
p

Pennsylvania

,

Network

;I

NEA

1-

Florida
OP `

Michigan

.

TOTAL

Avg S.D. Avg
.

S.D. Atig S.D. Avg S.D.
.

Avg S.D. Avg S.D. Avg S.D. Avg S.D.

Satisfaction, with

OPD services -

Extent OPD knows
my needs

..

OPD assi-st,.ance

timely

Extent satisfied
with contacts with
thejinowledge base

I

3.8*

4

3.5

4

.

.5

.

.8

.6

.8

A

3.8

3.3

3.7

3.7

.8

.5 1

.5

.5

,

4

3

2.5

2

l

0

1.4

.7

1.4

3.5

3.5

3.5

2.7

1.3

.6

1.3

2.3

i

3.9

3.6

3.7,

3.1

.8

..8

1.3

.9

4

3.9

3.7'

3.9

.8

.9
.1-,

1

1.2

3.7

3.6

3.6

2.6 //:.1

.9

.9

1.1

3.8

- 3.6

3.6.
.

3.2

.8

.8

1

1.2

*Scale: 5 to a very great extent
4 to a great extent
3 to some extent
2 to a little extent
1 not at all

51
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Using this framework for assessing linker support and training, along

with information gathered through interviews with a sample of ROU linking

agents, the followin(cross-project findings emerge.

Cross-Project Findings

.012 the whole, the training and support provided to FM linking agents

were perceived as somewhat useful and apppopriate. In reporting the useful-

ness of training and support, linkers consistently rated, on average,

slightly above the mid-point labeled "to some extent" of a Likert scale.

With regard to appropriateness, linkers generally received training in areas

that they thought most important. ThisAs illustrated in Table iII -6, where,

the various training content areas are listed along with their rank order ac-

cording to importance and their rank order according to amount of training

received. Aside from informationNor skills related to the administration
, -

4

of the REM project, which was ranked as feast important but most emphasized

in training, the rank order between Importance and amount received is directly

comparable.

Table III-6

Rank Order of Importance and Amount Received
for Various TrainingContent Areas

Amount of
Training ,

Importance Received

Information or skills related to: N's....,,-

the problem-solving process 1 2

.interpersonal or group dynamics,
.

2 3 a

the'use and availability/Of the .3 4

knowledge base

the administration o the RDO 4 1

project' I

Among the varies aspects of training and support, there were some

areas of relative strength and weakness. These are summarized in the

following points.

42
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1. Most RDU projects took the stance of a typical service-oriented
0

project and emphasized getting started as quickly as possible, resulting

initially in a low priority on linker training and support. Projects went
01,

between 8 and 16 months before *providing anything otherlthlan kaaic orienta-

tilmr1:15-1.0011:17-linkez.s. Yet thipittial period was a very important time

for linkers! as they needed to quickly clarify roles, define who they were

and as tE6y began to get invested in certain directions and emphIses.

2. While not apparent in the quantitative data, it was very evident

in the interviews that many linkers felt some psychological as well as

geographical distance from the central pro3ect staff. ',For eXample, a,

prdject director recalls being frequently accused by linkers of not under-

standing thp realworld. He stated; "I can't talk about meetings they

have

thus

attended, people they...have met or

I am put in the position ol being

In at least three projects, there

conditiohs they are working under,

an administrator."
4

existed a strong feeling of "we"

versus "them" between linkers and other project staff. This feelingis

vety understandable given the weakness in the timeliness of training and

support discussed.4n _.he first point. However, another major contributing

factor to this "distance" seemed to be that, even though linking agents

,formed a.key part of each flJ project, the, projects had relatively little

control over them. For example, in all cases linkers were hired or,ap-
:

poihted by people other than project staff.

3. Most RDU training, especially during the first year of the programs;

was information rather than skill orienteduseful in learning the procedural

aspects of a linker's job (reports, access to products, writing.problemstate-.

manta, etc.) but frustrating in term_' f A4rnfng how to effectively inter-/
act with people in school systems. This 5eiglted in some resistance by the

-linkers to the training provided, and a movement away from standardized train-

ing materials towards "responsive," Ntaoplarilted"knd "tailored" approaches.

Most projects needed to adapt .their training plans due to this linker resis-

tance. It is unclear how touch of this resistance was due to the initial inap-

propriatenes of the trainingand how much was due to Issues resulting from the

first and second points asscussed previously: Mn other words, even if the

projects had begun with very responsive training, would the linkers still need

to go through the process of resistance and adaptation, making the training

"their own"?

r 4
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A euribek of intereging findings, can be state about the usefulness

of Rarlinker training. The project& cahbe divtdeain o high, medium and
.

low groups, depending upOn their perceived usefulness ofi training ,(sew

III-11. Floradl,,,,Pennsylvania and Michigan were all perceived to have

r eittivelY more useful trainipg. The'NetWork and NEA were perceived to,haVe
1

* ..less useful trpinepg, with Georgia and the NEC in between. Within the vari-
. ,

ous content areas, traini ng concerning the problem solving process we er-'1
4

claimed as most dRISCd1, and training,about the use and availability

I 44IRwledge base wal....least usefrul .

- '

Also, if the effectiveness scores for training, as deter edIby tfie

,

4

tot

-a lcation of5Aid learning principles, are used to divide the projects

,
into's Hit medium and low group, it is interesting to note litte

betWeen effectiveness and usefu

Interview da ta suggest that the perception

dependent upon meeting,itnker expectations
r qr

'that utilize basic learning principles:
1

mess ratings Isla Table N

of training usefulness is more

than upon training techniggn

, I

.

5. Some interesting findings can also be summarized aboutflthe perceived-
, 1

usefulnessIof support. If the usefulness 'adores are combined for all Sources

of suppoit, the support related tothe process helper role was perceived as

more useful than the support for the nsoucce finder/solution.giver Lyn
all but ope,project (see Tabli Even, though the apsoIute score sdif-

fered IrleVel between the two roles, the relative standings among the groA,

,ects is &most identical. Thus, the usefqlness scores for the two roles can

be added together to obtain a total usefulness score. The projects can be

divided into high, medium and low groups, based upon the perceived useful-,

ness of support. Florida, Georgia and the Network linkers perceited their

supportas most useful, NEA and Michigan perceivedptheir support asoleast

useful: and Pennsylvania and 'the NEC wore in the middle.,

6. Whe high; a cilia= and low groupings of projects for he

usefutrs of tsaiping andsupport are compargd,no relationship. r pattern

emerges. In other words, kinkereperoetle,traiiiihe and support u efulness
4

,as distinctiand unrelated ariabkes For 4sample, the provision highly

useful training by a project seems t011ave ttle iearing'on the u efulness

of the support teat was proiri,ded by that project.
,

In the remainder of the chapter, a grief summary of the.asses ments

for Bach projectis presented.
4.

41
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Ississmentstof Project Training andaApp:ort

Northwest Reading Consortium
.

wiping was relatively affeetiva in helping lin ers learn about inter-

ilersonaI addLgroup dynAmics and project administration. Training was leapt
, A k 1

effective in learning about the problem solving process--in part because of
.

,extent, wikt most of it occurring later than when it would have been zast

xelevantJ Linkers would have preferred a little more training. After the

'initial &lining session (which was "off the she/f" with little perce.vkd,

adaptation to the project linkers)4 the training was responsive to the

sessed needs of linkers and was received relatively well during the s

yeag of the pro3ect.
,

t. Concerning their role as a process- helper to sites, linkers perceisted

the. support they 1/44dived from all sourcbs as very useful- especially the

helpreceived from other linkers. Concerning the resource finder role, sup-

port from outside co nsultants was clearly the most useful-, The linkers felt
.

very sapisfied wit. contacts with the knowlOge base consultants. Linkers

also.felt that the project staff knew elpir*needs to a great extent, because

of the amount ofboth formal and informal communication.

and t

Georgia

The Georgia project used

tb conhnt areas of prcibl

4

very effective training approaches with respect

solving and group dynamics the highest effec-.solving

tiveness scores for the seven pr jects). Training concerning project adminis-

tration IShasized the least effective techniques in comparison with the other I;

rproject8 The.usefulneis of the training received was rated average in compar-
4 . d

.. ,
ison with 10 other projects. Linkers reported that the

f
training that did oc-

ocur. was too late, and they would have prefered more training thAn wad received.

Georgia 4Inkersaerceived the support provided by.other linkers to be
. .10

more useful than that provided by-any other source. The support provided

by the host Agency was also useful fbr both-the process helper and resource
.

finder tinker roles. While linkers felt Satisfied to a,great extent with
. ,

.
the knowlqdge,base and /ith the Services provide, the project staff, they

-

also reported Iesa satisfaction with the extent the project staff was Aware of
-

linker needs.

11011

0
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Penn'sylivania c

The trainin techniques used in this project had the highest effec-

tiveness scores o any project. The weakest content area concerned group

dynamics, white All the otIT content area scores were substantially above

average. Linkers perceived training to be useful to a great extent,,to be

relatively timely in its presentation and to be appropkiate in amount.

The linkers report substantial satisfaction with project office ser-%

;ices, although a weakness in the support provided was the timeliness of

the assistance. The relationship between the linker and the schobl assist-,

ance team (outside aonsultants) seemed to provide both.support and training.

This was especially useful during the first year of the project and p the

occurence of linker turnover. However, some dependency developed which

made it- difficult to function without such a strong outside iuport the

second year.

Network

The Networ1 relied on more effective learning techniques for teaching

information about the use of the knowledge base than did any other, project.

The effectiveness of the approactes used for'teaching the other content

areas was much lower. The Network linkep reported the lowest average use-
.

fulness rating for training of any project. While the timing of the train-

ing seemed afFropriate, linkeri would have preferred somewhat more training

overall.

1Linkers perceived the support from of er poking alints as very helpful

concerning process Assues. Lh their role as resource finders, the support

provided by the project staff was more useful." Linkers were quite satis-

fied Ath services ;;:a\support provided by the.project office staff. How-

ever, concerning the,khowledge base and the training activities, the linkers

were much less satisfied. .Much of this dissatisfaction and perceived lack

of usefulness concerning training Aeeied to,be caused by unusually high ex-

pectations about both what was to be provided and what was needed by linking

agents. '

National Education Association Project '

Training of NEA linking agents was primarily orieliation and informs-
,-

tion sharing in nature, useful to some extent but not effective at skill
.

. .

acquisition or behavioral change. Training was.modified during the third
.

,
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year to include more experiential and diagqostic rather than cognitive

and descrilitivit, and this improved its usefulness. The involvement of

experienced Phase I linkers in the training of Phase II.linkers was in-

novative and was 'received well, making the tiainingthat occurred more

effective. However', more training was perceived as necessary. The

timing of the training was seen as apprwria

In general, linkers, were satisfied to a great extent with services

provided by the project staff, although they were less satisfied with

. support proVided by the knowledge base. Th usefulness of interaction

with other linkers and with consultants was minimal.

Florida.

Applying the learning principles from fie literature to the.training
(J.

approaches used in Florida results in an av rage effectiveness score for

'each4Of the four training content areas. 0i the seven projects, Florida

linkers perceived receiving closest to the ri4ht amount of training. The

training was also perceived as useful and occurred at appropriate times

with respect to when it was n eeded.

Linkers reported that the support received from all sources was very

useful'especially copcerning their process helper roip., As a resource,

findar, the project and host agenckwere somewhat more ,useful than Other

linkers and outside consultants, but- even these lower utefulness scares

were above average in comparison with the other projects., Linkers also

reported a hilh degree of satisfaction with suppor t services from the

project staff and with respect to contacts with the knowledge base and

trainers.

Michigan . t,
oh

.

.

. . 0

.L
The training techniques used in Michigan were the. least effective

c

of the seven projectlin terms of the designated learning principles.

Most of this low assessment is due to the difficulty in using highly ef-
., . .

,festive techniqueg
.

such as one-on-one training in large groups of
41,

Linkers perceived the training received as useful AldZelatively appropri-

ate in both timing and amount of occurrence.

The linkers reported that the support received from all sources for

both the process, helper and resource finder roles was below average in

47
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usefulness. Thrproject office was most useful and outside consultants

were least useful. Satisfaction with the project office tupport was

average. Linker satisfaction with their interaction with the khowledge

base and withitraining activities was substantially below average.

ti

I

D.
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CHWER IV

THE IMPAOr LINKER WAIVING AN D'SUPPORT

11
4 \ft*. 41f

N

introduction

ThZ' purpose of this chigir is to determine whether the differences

in the way that linker training and support were delivered had any lasting

impacts upon linker outcomes, such as job satisfaction, 40 organizational

outcomes, such as how services were delivered to clients. This investiga-

tion of impact will be limited, by necessity, to data that is available "

' from surveys of the linking agents themselves Ideally we would wish to

examine how training and support variables affected the ways in which cli-

ents-perceived Liplang agents (an indirect measure of differences idbe-
haviors), and to trace the,contrihution that training and support variables

made to the total impact of linker activities upon the school sites with

which they worked. At this juncture, however, these data are unavailable.

In the remainddr of thisrhapter weyill present a general model for

investigating the impacts of support and training, identify the measures

that we have usedin the investigation, ppesent the results of our analy-

sis, and discuss b riefly'some of conclusions that may be draw.n.m

theresults.

°

A Model for Analyzing Linker Trainidg and Support .Impacts

The primary reason for designing training Programs and support, systems

is in order to improve the effectiveness of the ways in which linkers,per

form their jobs, As stated earlier (Oapter I), training programs in sled- It

ersl attetpt toha6.a"direct impact upon} the' knowledge ani skills (and
.

therefore presumably 610 behaviors) that a given individual has. However,

it is .also assumed that training may affect attitudes, and that job-related_

attitudes may also af;ect behimiors and client outcomes.
f

.

Xn.doveloping an analytic mdel, we wis ed to distinguish not only

between two different types of outcome meat es, but also to distinguish

ese

..

between the impacts of support systems, ana those of training programs. One

might hykothesizel, for example, that training progratis would be mast likely

to have a direct effect upon behaviors (through their impact upon skill
. .

levels), while susport systems tight have th e greatest effect uponjob

related attitudes such essatisfaction. That is, many tight distinguish
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between training aid support as reptesentin?the instrumental, task related

attempts to influence a role occupant, and the affective attempts to tie

the role occupant pito the organizational social system.

In addition to examining the direct, intended effects of training and.

support on attitudes and behaviors, we. also wish to take into account th- e

ways in which individual characteristics such as age or previous work ex-
.

periences interrie,in the intended relationship. Thus, for example, more

experienced individuals may react differently to types of training: or dif-

ferent(sources of support than less experienced Individuals. The job char-

acteristzcs of the Individual role occupant may also affect this relationship.

The geilbral model which underlies our, analysis is presented in visual

form in Figure

Description-of Variables,
4 e

putcome variables:

As noted above, our,model identifies two types of Outcome variables. job

related attitudes, and Jo related behaviors. Each of these was measured

through a survey of the U linkers.

The job related att nude variables used in this analysis are sense of

efficacy, overall job satisfaction, and revel of role conflict. Job related

behaviors. included linker perceptioniti-ihe degree to which they played the

role of process expert, content expert and generalist. Also Included were

.the degree to which they behave iii a proactive or involved way, o/5,1.11 a more

reactive way.

Sens e of efficacy was measured by asking the agent to judge his/her

importance to aiteoutcocies in the ;our phases of the RDU problem solving,

/4 process. problem identification, solution selection, planning and imple-
.

mentation (See Appendix 8, question 9). These measures were combined into

a single measure which hag' a range of 4-to .20, and a mean of 12.78, indi-

cating that the average linker felt himself to be moderately important in

the problem solv,ing:proces., .

Job satisfaction was measured from individual items which asked ha+,

well the job provides opportunities to learn and apply skills and gain

career mobility, as well as an overall measure 'of job satisfaction (see

Appendix 8, queptions 21 and 23). Thus, this variable relates specifi-

cally to the rewards and opportunities associated with job performance.
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Figure IV-1

A MODEL FOR ANALYZING THE IMPACT OF LINKER TRAINING AND SUPPORT

TRAINING
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The variable has a range of '4 to 20/ and a mean of 14.49, indicating an

kererage satisfaction which is moderate ';to high.
, ... t

.
..

Role conflict is a variable which measures a'potential problem area in

any job, but One whichmay be particularly severe in a marginal service. role
.

such as that linking agent. An Agent encountering a large number of

cattpedictory or adbiguous demands may be unable to fulfill his particular

goals.. Four questions elicited the agent's perceptions of the amount of

conflict in expectations from various role partners and the magnitude of
as 4

the demands place on him (overload) (see Appendix B, questions14 through

17). This variable also had a range of 4 to 20, and a mean of 10.20,dandi-

sating a low to moderate level of pekceive role conflict,

We have previously indicated that a. inker's activities can be cate-

gorized into thrOb domains (Loons e alp 1979). Mg are:

Process expertise: This refers to the linker's abi y to perform

technical assistance functions that-are designed to help the local School

or site staff better understand their own group dynamics during the change

process and to provide technical assistance that will facilitate the Bevel

went of appropriate attitudes toward change and the knowledge utilization

process. Some types of process expert roles measured in the linker survey

were conflict resolver, trainer, and evaluator. (See Appendix B, question

10.)

Content expertise: The content expert is one who can provide

specific advice that is related to the particular innovktion or-problem

area in question. There are many familiar role models in'this area, with

one of the most familiar being the subject matter specialist. The linker

survey also included two other content expert roles specifically related

to the linker role: innovations expert, someone who a broad under-

standing of:new program developments in education RtD, and implementation

specialist, an individual who is able to piovide specific assistance in

ways to implement new education programs. (See Appendix B, question 10.

4 General support skills: Many of theroles which linkersplay do

require specific substantive expertise, but calls be said to iinvolve
\

eithier general human relations sensitivity, drthe ability to provide
A

extra time, energy, an d managerial support to a local- shhool's change

activity. Among the generalist activities which linkers may engage in

11 64
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.are-observer, documentor, resource person, counselor, anacoordinatfm.
4-

(See Appendix 8, question 10.). Bach of the above variables was scaled

to range from 1 through 4. The mean for the process expert role was 3.41,(('

.
_ 1

fot the content expert role, 2.94 and for the generalist role, 3.68.

The intervention style adopted by the linker constitutes the second

domain of linker behavior. The two intervention styles are:

Reactive style: Linkers may respond to requests for assistance from

.school staff members or to needs.or concerns as they become evident. A

reactive linker tends to maintain a low profile, and his or her activities

may only occasionally be recognized as'critical. Reactive linker charac-

teristics utilized in thq"linker survey include observer, resource person

and counselor (Appendix 816question 10).

Proactive style: Linkers may become involved members of the local

problemrsolying team, offering their opinions about both processes and

. decisions that are made. Additionally, they may take a role as a "super-'

ego," analyzing and assessing the progress that the school is making
4

toward whAever goals have been set. Proactive or involved linker roles
.

measured in the survey include process trainer, program implementor and

conflict resolver (Appendix B, guestion 10).
1

Each of the linker styles was scaled to range from 1 through 5. The

average for the reactive role was 3.55, while for the prAtivg role it

was. 3.2.
.

Training and Support (Predictor) Variables: The measurement and

Aefinition of training and support variables had been discussed exten-

sively in previous chapters. In this investigation' of the model for

predicting their effects on attitudes and behavior, we hiVe chosen the

"following set of variablep:-

Training Variables: Measures 46f training include.
'linkererceptions of amount received, the useful-
doss ett ironing, satisfaction with the timiTIgWk
of training, and satisfaction with the 'amount of

training; providsd,,

".

.
' 1Support Va4?Libles: Support variak;evinclude linker.

Jt°ssessments of,the amount and usefAlness of support
for the process helper and resource finder, aspects

of their role, from,the following sources: project

staff, host organization, other linkerk and expert.
consultants: A total of 16 support-related variables

1 sAre'tWefore.use
.

;

ow



intervening variables: The'lidker personal and job characteristics

that were chosen a4s potential moderators ofthe irpadt of training and
I

support were:

she age of the linker. Age was divided into four cate-
gories which included' approximately, equal- numbers of

linkers: under 34, 34 through 37, 38 through 47, and

over 47. The mean age of linkers was 42.

The percentage of time 'devoted to the,RDU linking role.
This variable, was divided into three equal groups: 12

percent or less, 13 to 50 percent, and over 50 percerxt:---

The average percent time devoted to waswas 44 percent:

Previous teaching experience: This

into three approximately equal groups:' 2

3 to 5 years/ 6 to &years, and 9 or more ye
mean number\of years :tearing experience was

was divided
rs or less,

s. The
.4.

6

Analysis .

The correlations between training variables, and the outcomes of job
A

ted attitudes and behavior indicate'that easily measurable training

th sparse and counter- intuitive (see Table IV-1). FIT, hare
.

are no significant relationships between any of the behavior measures and the

training Variables. A null finding was Suffl.ciently surprising that we were

led to investigate thiswissimpffarther, by determining whether there was a

relationship between linker's assessment of their own skills, and training

variables tseetAppendix B, question 5). None of these additional variables

revealed a positive correlation with any of the trainingmariables:

Turning to measures of_attit es, we find that increased training is

signifiCantly negatively related to role conflict (ra -.46). In particular,

.less conflict is experienced by those with more training in project aeolnia-
,

tration IF a 2.58, significant at the .07 level), and more training in role

clarification (F a 2.15, significant at the .05 level). The increased

training provided the linking-agents with a clearer definition of their min

roles and with techniques for dealing with various roles. Thus, the main

positive attribute of training was to reduce ambiguities surrounding the role.

rather than to Jr:prove role performance.

effe

A less predictable finding, however, is the negative correlation (4...50)

between usefulness of training and linker sense of efficacy (influence

over site outcomes).-

.
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TABLE IV-1

PEARSON'S CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS LINKER TRAININGVARIABLES
AND JOB ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR VARIABLES

4'

Training 4

Variables
At udes

.

f

, Behavior led.

'Job Satis- Role Content Process
Efficacy faction Conflict Special. Special. General Proact. 'React.

. Perceived Amount Received -.31- -.08 -.46* -.14 .00 -.20 -.18 -.04
.

Perceived Usefulness -.50* -.14 -.21 -.08 .02 -.10 -.08 -.02
1 .1

clV
Perceived Timliness. -.09 .19 IP1 .21 .13 .02 ''. .19 .26 .06,

Perceived Adequacy of .16 -.15 -.04k 1-.09 .16 .01 .07 .07
Amount -

I -

*Significant at the '.01 level.
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W6 would intillinet this.as'an eCaa,ple of how formal training tends to

selectively effective: linkers who had a high sense of efficacy

been less impressed by the re,iat i,vely simple training tools and expe

qtre . that were provided.to4themlate to their project related caree Link

felt less sure og Arhat they were doing were more grateful for th

and clarification that were deri ed through training sessions.

-r

e

ces

S who

tion

Taming to the relationship between 'linker support Variables and

attitude and behavior. outcomes w find a similarry limited set of inte et-

able findings. Of a possible 112 correlations exhibited in Table IV-2, nly

1 or/better. This indicates' th4t sup rt

impact upon our outcomes measurep. Co i

19 are srgiiificant at the .05 lev

variables have, at best, a modest

tent patterns do emerge, however.
r k

,First, an emphasis upon the

a sociated with gretter support'f

4

usefulness of tr4s support. It is
.. e%

in the context of the linkers proc

external experts have a consistent

Second, support fr om linkers, at least where that support is percei

ontent specialist role appears to be

m consultants, rand fiom high perceive

irrelevant whether this suppo rt is p

se helper, or resource finder roles;

impact in this regard.

as-useful, shows strong relationsh ps with the adapting of process speci
.

1st and generalist funstivs, and lso with s6mewhat greater emphasis on

supportive, reactive roled, -rather than proactive roles. Thus, where

linkers have networks of their own, they become more likely to take on th

unobtcpsive behaviors th are asso iated with many definitions of the

ided

"ideal" facilitator .

Overall, it is clear that sup

ated with beh2iprs than with job r

related to attitudes, only four si

of support from project staff --both

giving aspects of the role--applx,en

ably, is a consequence of maging dec

liAkers should handle instances of s

procedures f r conflict resolution.

levels oi port from the host. orga
. .

facilitator omponenE of the linlwr

".

rt variables are more strongly aseoci4

laced attitudes. Among the finings

ficarit correlations are found. Amoun

support for -the procesS and informifio

y zedpoes role conflict. This, pres

sions or providing feedback on how
t

ch conflict,%or by establishing gener

In addition, it is clear that higher

zation related to the process or

ole is adsociated with lower le'Pel)
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Table IV-2

PEARSON CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS. LINW SUPPORT VARIABLES AND
'JOB ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR VARIABLES Ar

[N a c.30] **

_ ,...0

Linker
Support

t

'Efficacy

Satiifac-
.

Lion

Role'

Conflict
Content

.

Specialist
.Process

.

Specialist Generalist

,

Proactive Reactive
..

AmOunt Souree/type-

-.

i

.

-

4

1

.

-

-.26

-.08

-.32*

-.27

.17

-.09

-.406

-.05

-1,12

-.12

-.41**

-.30

...-'419.
1

. '

J-,.16

-.21.

-.12

.

'

.

-.20

-.15

-.25

-.16

.05

.03

-.03
.

.

.11

.21

.

-.06-

-.22

-.10

:16 ,

.11

.01

.18

.

,

_ -.33*

'
.

-.34*

-.02'
.

.

-.01

.

.06

-.00

.07

. .07

;
.24

-.30

-.05

u

-.02
I g

.09

.

.01

.06
.

.06

'

7

-. .

.

.01.

.

17
.

..01

. ....------.-,/1

-.08:
.

-.06

4-.07
.

.38*
,

.40* .

-.10

>14 i

.

-.08

,

-.06
.

.02

-.04

t

.44**
, .

s' 37.*

't

.

.03

-.10,
.

-.00

-.04

:'

.20

.30

. -.01

.18

.30

.11
,

-.10

-.

. '

.2

-.07
-v--

I.,
,4

. .17

..

i,:

.

,

.

\

,

)'

,.,:'-

.....

,

IF.

-.08
.

-.16
0.

.01

,

-.01

..29

.22

.04 .

,,

.29.
,

.35*
.

:05

-L

..

P

r .04

,

-.13

.06 :

-.00
.

.

-.19

"..30 ,

...06

. r

' .25
1.

'

.28

.13

-.08

t"` -.08

, s-.04

-.06

.32*

:26

- .05

.30'

$

.36*

.07

po6
_

.05

.46**

..33*.

0

.08

.46

POject stay /process .

role ,

Project staff /informs-
Lion role"

flost organizatiori staff/

process xoIe
Host organization staff/

. infOrmation tole ' .

Other lInkers/prObess
- . .role.
Other linkers/information
role

Consultants/process
role

-

Consultants/infqrmation.role.........
Usefulnes .

.

s
,

Project staff/process
role'

Project staff/information
role, :

Host organizationsstA ff/r

process role"-
Host organization "stalf/

information.role
Other'linkers/process 'A
role

'Other linkers/information
role .

*4
COnStatantaiprOCeSS
role

Consultants/information
role

la

.01

i

.09

.42**

.

.32*

.05

.38*
, J

.02
.

-.01

1.36*

,

.27
..

.03

.29,

t- e 0

*Signif cant at the :05 level or better.

**N, varies from 31.to 35, depending on\the support variable. 71
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of efficacy. The reasons for this finding are unclear, but we may'hypothe-
.

size that linkers Who are firmly attached to the host organization and make

many reques fof local support may be those who are relatively insecure in

A their ro uld. e a reverse causality: rather than sup-

port using,a low sense o. effica , we hypothesize that a low sense of

efficacy causes the linker to see local suPport frequently, and to rely up-
,

c

on it as useful.

In addition to analyzing the simple correlations between predictor and

outcome variables, we sought to engage in analyses that would show the degree

4
to which sup rt and training variables could predict outcomes. The analysis

was designed as a two-stage procedure. First, we would`conduct a canonical

correlation between four pairs of variables: support and attitudes, support

> and behavior, training and attitudes and training and behavior. Only if we,.

were able to locate a sigificadt canonical correlation yRuld we move to a

:sultiple regressiommddel, which v.4004 help to identify which pf the predicd'

for variables was most highly associated with the outcome variables. This

two step strategy was chosen in order to maximize a search for the effects

4,

of training and support, sine it was clear from the examination of simple

correlations that the range type of effects were low.

A canonical analysis tries to estimate an optimal correlation between4.
. .

two"sets of variabled. 'This simply means that each set of variables_wil.2,

be scored in such a way as fo produce the highest possible correlation be-

vtween-the two resulting totals.. Thus, this approh--rather than a more

tradli onal regression model--represented our best attempt at findng:a

predictive relationship. ... A
. It .

. °el' The results. however, showed that there were no strong relationships
1 .

. .

: -

. .
.

between training, support, tole and outcome variables. Of the four canon-
. ., .

e.,
: ical correlations, none resulted in a correlation that was significant at

{ k

e..105 Le/el. As a consequence, the multiple regressions were not con-
0

.
.. 4 .

ducted.' .
A. . . .

Th 'effects of,moderating variables: The approach to ihvestigating

. the effe s.of age, teaching experience and percent time commitment to RDU
::',0 ."4,.... . ... . .

.

1 involved "opining the relationship between outcomes and traininilland sup-
.

.4.. , . port. at,differtnt ltvels of each nominally coded moderating variable. These

levels ?ere specified above in the discussion of variable measurement.
. .0 ', V>

.

. '

.'
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. Again, the results of these correlational procedures prod.uced'reatively

sparse results. The significant findings, (including trends as well as

individually significant correlations) will be discussed below.

Age. Training and support had the strongest effects on the youngest

linkers (those under 33) and the next strongest effects on the oldest lin-

14 kers (over 48). There were almost no significant correlations between sup-

port and training and linker attitudes and behaviors among those linkers

who might be considered "middle aged." However, the wayoin which training'

and support are associated with outcomes( varies betwethe different age

groups:

The youngest linkers were most likely to Show negative correlateons

between levels support from project_nd host organization staff--their

,formal superyisors--and their sense of efficacy. Level of process support

from the project is correlated with sense af efficacy at .77, and informs-
.

tion support at -.69. The correlatio ns for process support from the host

organization are -.78, and for information support, -.69. Ratings of the

usefulness of support from these two sources-redbive similarly high corre
.

lations. In Odition, higher levels of support from consultants were

associated w tlPhigher levels ofirole conflict Process support oorrela-
.

4,

tion coeffic ent was .73, and for information support s -.93. Again,

assessments the usefuimess of consultant ?ukpovtara-a,vasignitican

(-.75) for pr ort, and for information support ( .85). Final y,

the more useful the linkqrs rated their training expeiiences, the 1e

. likely they were to feel a strong senseof efficacy in relating tolill

target sites (-74).
m-olil .

De oldest.linkers (those ovet 48). also showe0 strong negativ rre-
. .

lations between the level of support fromthe project for their information
. ,

providing role and sense of effipacy (-.81). In addition, the usefulness
.

of support from their host organizations was negatively ,correlated with ef-

ficacy (-.94
,

an -.73 for the usefulness of process and information support

from the host organization).

In addition,' however, support from linking agents.for the information

providing role was negati/ely correlated with sense of efficacy (-s81)as

was the perceived usefulness of this support (-.82).

For this group, support from consultants Ead major impacts. The more

consultant support for the information role that was received, and thee:nor.

S, . 1. I e'
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useful it was perceived to be, (r .90), the more likely the lInker was

to behave as a generalist (r - .90 and .86). In addition, these...sonsul-

,tant support variables were also positively associated with taking a more

reactive linking role (.84 and .83). Finally, the same variables were al-

so associated with higher job satisfaction (.77 and .76).

To summarize, it.appeari that younger and older linkers were more

strongly affected by the support that they receiped from various sources

than linkers whet were at a mid-point in their career. We may hypothesize

'that the reason for this finding is that both older and younger linkers

are more open to influence: younger linkers beca se they ealize that

they aminexperienced andoreguire support in orde to da heir job well,

and older linkers because a change in job stet nor disruptive

for somewho has been engaged'in more traditional educatio al roles

for a longer period of tine.

In addition, we find tba.t. there are 1 surprising number of unexpected

negative relationships that emerge. Support variables, in particular, tend

to be associated with lower sense of efficacy in dealing with schools. As
.

was mentioned above, this sug%ests that individuals with lower sense of ef-

ficacy seek out larger amounts of support and are more grateful for tt.

Why this relationship should occur only for younger and older agents is dif-
?,

ficult to nterpret.

rience: A number of contrasts between more and less experienced

, teache emerged. In the case ofnexperienced teachers (less than three

years experience),the amount of training rect.iyed was negatively asso-

ciated th job satisfaction (-.72). Among moderately experienced teachers

(three t3 five years) training was positively associated with job satisfac-
.

.tion (.77). The job satisfaction of more experienced teachers (ovjr five

years) was not associated with amount of training.

In another contrast, the more support most experienced linkers recled

from otter linkers, the more likely they were to rate themselves as taking

proactive, involved roles with regard tooelients (r a .80 for process sup-
.

port and .70 for information support). Among the least experienced linkers,/

on the other hand, high levels of support from other linkers wers associated

with more emphasis on the reactive, facilitative stance with clients.

(r a .95 for process support, and .64 for information support). Finally,

60
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, among younger linkers, high levels Of contact with consultants on both

process and information matters were associated with higher levels of'

role conflict (r m .62 and .85) . These relationspips were insignifi-

cantly negative for more experienced teachers.

Percent time or The investigation of the effects of percent of

time committed t 2t the relationships between training and support

and outcome varia les produced few results. Overall,, only scattered sig-

nificant relationshi s were found for linkers who had mere time committed

to RDU. Those who committed the least amoaht of time (5 to 12 percent)

were more likely to be affected by differendes in the support structure.

In particular, those who had more support from other linkers were:

more likely to have low role conflict (r .. .73 for
information support);

less likely to play the role of a content specialist
(r -.73 for process support and -.80 for informs-

.

tion support); and,

less likely to take involved or proactive stances
with regard to client decision-making (r ='-.79
for informagion support):(% ,

A
, ..

Among those committing pltween 12 and 50 percent ime to RDU, very limited

'id.significant relationships emerged. First, perceiv .usefulness of training

was significantly correlated with playing a content speciallf role (r .

.82). Second, process support., from the linker''% host organization was nega-
. A

tively related to job satisfaction (-.87).

-------N.,,---
Among those who are oommktted to RDU for the most extensive periods of

time, training and support factors seem to have almost no impact. The only

significant relationship is a negative one between the perceived .4sefulness

of training and sense of efficacy (-.69).

Discussion

Two major conclusions may be drawri from the results pretehted above:

neither training nor supPort appeai'to be major factors
in determining ow linkers perceived theimejobs, or how
they describe t eir behavior and strategies,of interven-
ing with clientsf.and

the findings suggest that, insofar as training and support
structures have an fp:pdat, this is moderated by individual
background Characteristics, and the characteristics of the
job.
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The more general implications of these findings must be viewed in light of

the other data that has been presented_tn this report, and will theref e
.

be dismissed in the next chapter. fit this juncture,. however, we may ten-

tatively hypothesize that the types of training and suppoft systems that
.

were employed in the RDU project were not sufficiently robuit or intrusive

to counter the basic autonomy of the linking agent. Earlier we reported
1

that linking agents tended to be most highly influenced by clients (Spencer

and Louis, 1 978). In addition, we believe.that predidpositiqns and cogivic-

tions, as well as previous experiences brought to the job, may also have a

great influence over the occupant of a client-focused service delivery role

such as that of &e linker.

The results clearly suggest, however, that the support systems designed

by the projects and developed by the Individual linking agents on their own
. .

were more significant in shaping.attitudes and behaviors than the form

training vents sponsored by the project. One of the significant differ-

ences betty en the support and the training that occurred in the RIM projects

,was.the s ce of initiation--training was initiated by project staff mem-

bers and in most cases the sqoport system tended to function upon requests

by the linker. Thus, support may be thought of as being more situation- and
. 4

linker-specific, and usually deals with immediate problems and problem solu-
.

tionst The greaser significance of support over training has considerable

implications for the design of successful linkage systems in the future.
7

The need for individualized approaches is highlighted'by the fact that

linkers with different backgrounds were affected by levels and sources of

support in different ways. While the quantitative data: that we have do not

suggest clear patterns for the design of a contingency theory of training

and support needs, they do suggest the clear need for such an approach.
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CHAPTER V

IMPROVING THE TRAININGAND SUPPORI'bF EXTERNAL RESOURCE PEOPLE

.
.

This report describes and assesses the efforts of save]; different
.

. .

organizations to provide training and support to over fifty linking agents --

and th1113 provides a unique opportunity tb suggest ways of such

efforts in the future. This concluding chapter presents recommendations

with respect to training, support, and training vs. support. .

Tiaining

Despite the decentralizati of e training activities in the RDU

* program, there was surprisingly lit le riation among the seven projects

in terms of the kinds of training that took place, an in the linkers'

iLllassessment of that training. In amparing the techni es and settings that- 4
1. I;

were used, no distinct typologies were discernable. Rather the types of .

training that occurred, perceived by linkers in the seven projects, fell

into i general cluster w a few minor.exceptions.

One reason for this lack of variation was the narrow perception on

the part of projedt staff with respect to the available national resources

in the area of trailing for external resource people., The Northwest peglonal

Education Laboratory's training design and materials for external resource

.Reople were a common t ead throughodt many of the projects. Even where

" local trainers were a d, the basis for the training was often the NWREL

materials. These mat ials generally were received well. Since they were

widely Npown and used the linkers, however, they failed to provide them

with much irtcrease in k owledge.or skill.

Another reason for. the similarity, in training approacheetwas the fact

that Cie project staff among the seven projects had frequent interaction at

ROU-sponsored meetings, wire recipients of the results of NIE -sponsored

conceptual work in the area of linker training and commonly attended many

national meetings concerning educational dissemination and utilization.

Since bany project staff conducted training themselves rather than relying

on outside resources, the resultant approaches to linker training tended

to have a limited range.

4
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A major suggestion for the i2provement of linker training is to expand

the types of training approaches and providers that,are used in, order to take

antsadvantage of the zany new developents in the training field. Many univer -
i

sities.h9ve_extension programs oron -campus training seminars that are
.

consistently rated highly by both participants and their sponsoring organiza-

tions. tarcational linking agents are very similar in role to change agents
.

It

and human resource consglt n'ts in the private sector - which rely heavily on

university-based training sources.. Other organizations also offer seminars

and workshops. In areas of importance for linking agents. While there are

many such organizations, among the most well-known are the National Training
1116

Laboratories, National Society of Training Directors, University Associates,

the American MInagement Association.and such private organizations as

Harbri.dge House and McBer,,Inc. -With Linkers rating information or skills
4r

related to the problem solving process and interpersonal Or group dynamics as

their most important training needs, movement towards non-education specific

'Now training resources of high quality seems very desirable.

In our survey, linkers identified an ideal training program for various

cdnt9nt areas. Their responses demonstrated some differentiation amoag the

setting, techniques and provider that would be best, depending on the type

of information or skill to be learned. These results ere provided in Table

V.I. There were few, if any, surprises in the tinkers' responses, with most .

of the suggestions consistent with commonly held assumptions about training.

Project staff members were seen as the ,most appropriate providers of training

in information about project administration and use and availability of the

knowledge base. Consultants were viewed as most appropriate for information

or skills related to problem solving procdsses and interpersonal or group

dynamics.

Linkers rated each training technique as be/

a specific content area {although in some cases

se. ratings wee very small). The resultant pairings are as

t appropriate for

dif erencea between

Content Area
.

Problem solving process

Interperional or group
dynaci6s

Use and/availability of

knowl dge base -

EDO Pro act administration

Ir

follows:

Most ro riate Tra nin Techni es

Grot4p Discassions

Rot Playing, Simulations

Lecures, demonstrations,

Written Guidelines, Handbooks
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Table V-1

Linker Ratings' of the Degree to Which Ceeksin Aspects of Training Progrles 44euld be lased

to Ikcguire Information or SkillsIn an Weal Training Program

Aspects of

Training Programs

awe

The Problem Solving
Process

sett

s- of

?ruin

lochnagea
or

mteraals

Provider

Conference or workshop

Seall Groups Within
Larger Conference

One-on-orOwIth *Wainer
(in person or by phonel

Intormal 'Get Togethers'

Avg.

3.3* 6.7

3.3 0.8

Information or Skills Related to'

Interpersonal or
Croup Dynamics

.1)

US* and Availability

of the.Knowledge
Rase

vg. S.D.

1 0.7

3.3 0.8

2.5 2.3 0.8

Avg.

4

R

;Andra ion of

the ROD Project

Avg. S.D.

3.3 _L 0.9

2.9 1 0.9

Cr Discu

Lectures/Dewonstrations

Role Playing, Simulatiods

written CUldelines. Hand -

book. Hpm:oranda, 'tool

kit.' etc.

0.9 2.3 \ 1.0

2.5 0.9

1.9 1 '0.8

.

Project Staff Maher

Consultant

Other Linker/Facilitator

'Scales 4 to a great extent

3 . to some degree
2.. to a small degree
1 A not at all

A

3.0

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9.

3.3

2.5

3.4

214

0.7

0.9

o.a
0.9

2.9

3.4

3.0

0.7

0.8

2.7.

3.4

1 2.8

0.0

0.7

0.8

3.1

2.8

2.7

0.8

0.8

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

.9

4'

-.

I

alp

.

6 3.3
2.0

2.5

2.1

3.0''

2.9

1.8

3.5

3.7

1.9

2.7

0.8

0.9

x.o

0.9

0.8

1.0

0.8

0.5

0.9

1.9
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With respect-a the setting

do approach wes seen as appropriate

'four content areas, with the use

desirable for learning about the

of training, the conference or workshop

in an ideal training program for all-

of small groups within the larger conference

problem solving process and interpersonal

or group dynamics. Linkers' low rating of informal 'get togethers"' and

one -bit -one training contradicts much current literature concerning effective

0 training (see earlier discussion in Chapter III). Part of this low rating

to a confusion between training and support -- a subject that is .

sed in tte following section.

Support.--71

While project staff-members were perceived es the major providers.df

1 nker training, linker host organizations were also seen as major providers
/

of support 24{ed Assistance, This supportive role of the host organization

was especially apparent when linkers wete previous members of that organizak'
.

tion or when RDU meshed with the objectives of,the organization. If linkers

were pot previous employees pf their host org nization andAf the program

Lcdoes not fit with the organization's current us, then alter ive median-.
...

isms for supporting the linker need to be designed. Linkers perce ved the

support received to be moderately useful, although. there was some variance in

perception because of the multiple sources of potential support. c

.

From interviews with linkers comes the recommendation for more role

socialization or whole-role training, occurring through informal-proceLtes,_

rather than formal training experiences. Role socialization emphasizes

frequent interaction with.peers concerning the linking agent role as a whole,

rather than piecemeal training activities calming currently popular skill
,r0>.

or knowledge areas. This recraiiendation is Consistent with the findings

in Chapter IV which associated interactiod_and.suliport.from peers with

more supportive and reactive role behavior on the, part of linkers. Indeed,

the broader the Informal network of associations, the broader the potential
Y

rple behaviors that are available in the linkers' repertoire. For example,

the more association with eonsultants4 the more linkersplayed a content

specialist role. The ;location of linkers in "host organizations" such

as intermediate service agencies, while initially causing some role ambiguity

and codflict, facilitated the role sodialization process and broadened
As.

the Fange.of role behaviors performed by linkers.

(0"

66.
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Even though the quantitative analyiis produced few relationships between
. 4

support and linkeg attitudes and behavior, the'qualitative data contain

many examples of AS importance of support, and the dissatisfaction of

linkers when support was notsavaillabae. One of the biggest areas of dissatis-
.

faction was the lick of feedback.to linkers, especially from th' project or

host organizations. This was espedially frustrating because of the

4.

*---...
documentation effortathat were an integral part of." 4 program -- and

Zfrom which linkers felt they recelved little benefit. Ev for temporary

programs with definite end-dates, feedback to linkers is pesded and should be

structured into, the linker suppoit systems.

One of the biggest areas of satisfaction concerning linker support

came.from peer interaction. ,Linkers shared experiences whenever they'

had an opportunity; using the phone for almost weekly exchanges of informa-_

tion and seeking of assistance. Much of this peer support emerged spontandously
. -

the initiative of the linkegs. In the future, this important Stipp° t
)

proceps ,should be facilitated through adequate resources for phone calls for

periodic gioup me;ting's,and for on-site visitations among individual linke s.

Training vs. Support

A basic question concerning training and suArefor any program is

the relative emphasis between .the two. In the seven RDU projects,. the

amount or level of training andloupport did not seem .to be related. A

projecgjcould emphasize both 'training and support, emphasize neither or

4

emphasize one to the exclusiop of the other. Typically this latter was

the case, and it can easily be hypothesized in this dlly-olortight resources
. 1

at design decisions frequently will be made to emphasize only certain

aspects of p%ogram development and maintenance. But which aspects should
- -

be emAasized/
4/'"

Selection of staff is often a process used to reduce the need for
. .

training and sup rt.' It is important to note that in all seven R50 prdlects,

the project staff had little influence over the selection of linking agents'.

For the most part, these decisions over linker selection -- a key ingredient

to any diesemination and utilization program -- were in the hands of the

host organizations, who were minimally involved,in the program. In some

cases, this occurred despite strong expectations to the contrary held by
A

I" 4
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project staff."'
.44

losa,1 acre tance
*

However; this emp

rethet tha& ditto

Yet, in 'the

. AOrith any positi,.
*-

Linkers perceive&

4.\

le what was perCeived

emphasis in these a eas. 1t can be argued th t.the range of training timelines

and amount was lieu. ed and, that greater imps would ocoUr from training if
'

iven the nature of the p

this process probably 'pm

.

gram, and the ilaportance of

ked Wile program's advantage'

apis, on local or regions select/on of linkers increases

ses the importance if try ning and support.

U program, trainingsand were der/ weakly associated
.

intermediate" °atoms su h linker 'behavior and attitudes.

raining and support to be only.roderately useful, despite'

many project staff to substantial (although belated)

it preceded program lilmplementation and was lu tantially increased, Ili amount,
.

There is mixed tbpport for' this argume4t in thetraining research .

. . .4

4

literature (Gilmore tend Deci, 1977; Dunnette and Camp bel 1930; Bass and ,,
. .

L Vaughn, 1969, Argyris 1971A . Typically, behavioral cha is noted f'ollowing
..

4
training but the chart

4

gi'

, follows

s did kir tr ;Wet to Oh-the rjob behavior. And even

substantial 'training, beh ioral change, while statillipallel

nt, is often nimAl (Oshry and Harrison, 19661.
I

!

impact of training. pro blyf can be) increased through more
41' ,

"anal rrainilAg efforts, this would be an ex&nsive ate of r

Jr'i
questionable that ple r sultant.impact Could be any gipater than an "oli(the-jeb

.; 'It

tralting program" all )ing an 3S,ffectsve support cybtet. in fact, latz and.

ri-that on4100iougt14. a broad support syste

Thus, while the

timely and substan-
t

esourceS and it is

. . Kahn, (1979) would maint
'

interacting *bond holder " jpeople, to whom lihkeri are directly con
,

virtue or, their role set clan the complimentary changes in behavior

place to. intake the. cont uation of new behayiortrat the part of any one role
1 .. ,

. 1
1

member.
. 0. 4 k

,. . , , .

In conclusion, great y increasing the amount of training rim/lived by

k linking agents /0'one pot tial approach to inflUencing linker tehaviir,
. .

. .

..; 4. especially if the provider of training can be expanded toinclude many

universi sea and privy e-sector resources. However* the efficacy of
/ .

,
_ P ..

suchan approach is questionable, and the expense requireirUld be Hubstan-
.

tial.vAn alternative approalh, suggested for the MOS; pirtby4linkers them,

selves in interviews and conferencea, is the provisiob of resources to ,

encourage end maintain oppo unities 'tor linking agents to intetact: with each
. ,

s.. , .t.
4 other and with a broad 'range other potsiptial resources su ch tts those found,

* '

. 4n local uniersitie$ , distrilt and state off ic'el,ef education, educationalatt
, . .

on'labs wit centers and natidnal conferences on tha ,dissemination and utilize-s
( .

1 . ,

$ 47
4kion of knowledge and'new practices. .

.
4

' 4

A . 8 d;

j I.
'68 . .
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Table A-1

Summary of the Amount, Setting, Techniques
and Pro *ider of Training Receiyed by the

Northwest Reading Consortium Linking Agents*
.

Aspects of Training Problem
Solving
Process

Content Area of Training- Information

.

or Skills Related to: 5

Interpersonal Use of the
or Group Xnowledge
Dynamics Base

Amount of Training

4

4,8** 3:2 3

Project
Administr.ation

3.8

,. Setting of Training:

Conference or workshop

Sms,11 Groups

One-on-one with Trainer

informal. "Get Together's"

ycKw **

no'

yes

no

yes

mixed

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

. away,-
mixed

mixed

Techniques or Materials:

Group acussipns.

Le ..ores /Demonstrations

Ro.1.1e Playing, Simulation'

Written Guidelin
Handbooks

yes yes -

no mixedlth

SV ".
yes no

yes yes

. yes

mixed

. r.o

mixed

42provider:

Project Staff Member no no Yes

Consultant yes yes no

Other Linker no no no

*Nle 4

**Scale:

ti

.

4 a
3 a

to a very great extent
to a great extegt
to some extent

2 a to a little extent
-)$.4 1-a not at.311,

s\

***Coded as Follows: yes a this setting,. technique or fmovider was usid for this
content area 4P

no a this setting, technique or provider was ngt.used for
this content area

pixed a the retitondents had
this aspect

or

yes

no

no

differing perceptions

It

1

7q. 84
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. Table A-2

Summary of the AmountlAetting, Techniques
and Provider of Training Received by the

Georgia Pioject Linking Agents*

IAspects of Training Problem Interpersonal
Solving- or Group
2rocess Dynamics-

Content Area of Training-Information
e 1

or Skills Related to:

Use of the I

Knowledge Project
Base% Administfation',

Amount of Training 3.8** 4.4i
3.1.4

2.7

4 Seiting of Training:

Conference or Workshop' yes***

yes

One-on-one with Trainer yes

Informal "Get Togethers" no

yes

yes

no

.no

yes

no --
yes

no

yes
s.

-mixed

mixed

no

t Techniques or Materials:

Gros Discussions

Lectures/Demonstrations

RolPlaying, Simulations

Written Guidelines,
, handbooks

no,

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no-

to

no

yes

-yes

no

no

yes

Provider:

Project Staff Member

i Consultant

IOther Linker

yes

yes

I no

yes

no

no

yes

mixed",

yes

St

*N m 5

**Scale: 5 - to a very gresai extent 4

4 ! to a great extent
3 to some extent
2 to a little extent

not atal4

***Coded as Follows. yes - ails Setting, technique or provider, was used for this .

1 content area

K.

C no - this setting, technique or provider. was not used for
tlais'content area

'Mixed? the resfrondents had differing frerceptions'Concerning

this aspect

14
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Table A-3

Sw=mary of the Amount, Setting, Techniques
and Provider of Training Received by the

Pennsylvania Project Linking Agents*

I

Content Area of Training-Information
or Skills Related to:

Aspects of Training Problem Interpersonal Use Of the
Solving ' or Group Knowledge Project

Process Dynaiics Base Administration

Amount of Training 3 3 4,5 I V':

Setting of Training:

Conference oWorkshop

-Small Groups,

One-on-one with Trairier

Informal "Get Tbgethers"

mixed** yes

yep mixed '

no no

M./M

mixed mixed

Yes Yes

no

1

Techniques or Materials:
.

Group biscussions yes yes i

o

Lectures/Demonstrations mixed yes

RolePlaying,,SialAations no mixed

Written Guidelines, yes no

Handbooks
.

, ".

mixed yes
. .1, .

-mixed. mixed
4.

4 f ._ ...'

no no

yes A, yes

Provider:

Project Staff membqr

Consultant

Other Linker
101

yes

mixed
. .

no

2
A V

a .; V

**Scale: 5 tope very great.sxtent
" w to a.great'extene

3 T to some extent . .

2 ag to a little extent
$,

* not at all
41'

***Coded as Follows. 'yes this;Itting, technique or provider was us ed for this

content area
no is this setting, technique or prov.idsr was not used for

/ this content area

mixed the respondents had differing percdtions,concerning
this aspect

mixed

yes

no

Yes

no

mixed

0

yes

no

ho

p fr

7$ 9 0
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v.k Table A-4
,

I

* ry of the Amount; Setting, Techniques
aA# Provider of Training Received by the

' Network ConsortiuL LinkilltAgents*-

,
/ - 114

fr

Aspecits of Training

'hmount of 2c4mining

Conte t Area of Training -Infolmation
or Skills Related to

Problem Interpersonal Use of the .1

Solving or Group Knowledge Project
D'namicsProcess Base AdmiAstration

3** 2.5 3.2 3.2

qatting of Training:

Conference or Workshop yes*** yes yes yes

Saall Groups

One-on-bne with Trainer

'

Informal "Get Togethers"

k
Techniques or Materials:

Group Rhscussiops
s

.

.
dek Lect cures/Demdnitratins

RoleiPlaying, Simulations

Written Guidelines,

yes

yes

no I

w

r

4
i

yes

yes

yes

; Yyes

mixedyes.
..

yes

mixed yes yes
4 4^:

no

4

no no
]

i

.

1 4. 4,,

yet ;* mixed yes
_1

no mixed. yes ,

.

yes no no ,

yes yes . yes

andtboksH
:

,

t Provider:
4 4

'Project Staff 'Member

Co nsultant

Other Linker'
4

yes

yes' -

yes

yes."

yes

yes

yes.,

mixed

mixed

yes

no

nor

,

i 6,*

*N =4 .

.
11,

s

**Sc ale:. S gg to a very great extent
4 - to a great extent / . .

3 = to some extent r s
. .0

2 * ta $,little extent .

1 - not at all ds
,

...

4 4
.

*tCoded as Follows: yes = this setting, technique or,provider
.
was ased for this

. :
.

content area, s
sly

\\,,1
4, / DO a thisisetting, technique or provider was not used for

this content area ,

mixed - the respondents had differing perceptions concerning

s

,

this; aspect
.0

i'_I
. . ,--..._

76
404 e 9 1

....
4.

4
..

4 . 4

.4 ... . 4
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Table A-5

Smmmary of the Amount, Setting, Techniques
and Provider of Training Received by the

NEP. Woject Lin hg Agents*

Se
A

Aspects of Training
r. 1

Content Area of Training-Information
or Skills Related to:

4roblem
Solving
Process

# Interpersonal
or Group
Dynamics

Use of the
knowledge

Base
Project'

Administration

Amount of Training 3.6** 3..1 2.9 3.8.
1

.

Setting of Training:

wConference orqiorkshop no***
;

I 'Small Groups yes

One-on-one with :Trainer no

Lmformal "Get Togethers' no

,

I

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no
I

yei

no

mixed

no

4

Techniques or Materials:
.

-
Group Discussions. yes yew "%i r

. V
no

Lectures/Demonstrations mixed no"..s yes

Role Playing, Simulations . mixed yes no

Writt en Gkiadelines, yes no mixed
Handbooks

Provider: :

Project ,Staff MehJber

Consultant

Other

o-

yes noyes
A

- yesyes yes

nno no no

*4*alet 5 m to a very great extent
y 4 m

.

to a great extent
-

"'
,

m to some extent
2 m to a'little extent
1 m not at all

* * * Wait

1/4\

t.
,

as Followd, yes. m this setting, techni4ue or provider was used for thls
: content area

. .

no -4= this setting,'technique ar.prqvider was not used for.

't.

yes

no

no

mixed

yes

no

no

-0
/ '-P

this content area
-

mixed m the.respondents had differing perceptions concerning
, .

.1
.

'-thi* aspect
.

. 4 . .

111

! 7.71--i'
./'

.
!

.

.
.

I ..

4
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Table A-6

Summarl of the Amount, Setting, Techniques
and Provider of Training Received by the

Fiorida Project Linking Agents*
.Y

%

Content Area of Training-Information`
or Skills Related to:

Aspects of Training Problem Interpersonal Use of the
Solving or Group Xn,pwledge` Project

Process ' Dynamics Base Administration

'Amount of Training 3 +3 ** k 3

Setting of Training:

Conference or Workshop

Small Groups:.

One-On-one with Trainer

Informal "Get Togethers"

3.1 ,

yes*!f yes

yes mixed

mixed no

yes no

yes

yPs

d

Yes

no

yes

yei

Techniques or Materials:

Group Discussions yes

Lectures/Demonstrations

Role Playing, Simulations.

Written Guidelines,
Handbooks

. 1 yes

yes

Yes

yps

mixed

yel,

yes

a

-mixed

yes

no

yes

ye'S

yes .

DD.

yes

Provider:

Project Staff Member

Consultant - -

,Other Linker

yes

.yes

mixed'

yes

yes

mixed

yes

Y.Ps

mixed

yes

mixed'
r

Mixed

*N

**Scat 5'= to a very 7reat-?)ctent%
4!. to a great extent._

; 3 = to some extent
.

2 .. to a little extent .
.

,l = not at all
/

)
. ,,

***Cbaed as Follows: yes = this, setting, technique' or provider was used for this
. content area, .

,

41 no = this setting, technique or provider was not used for,,. .
. -..- this Content area . .

,

,..
mixed = the rdspondents had differing perc4ftions concerning

'ilia meet
. %

. ,. 41

w . .

. 78
. , . 93 .

,..7-.). . .
.

.
.. . ,
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Table .A -7.

Summary of the Amount, 'Setting, Techniques
and Provider of Training Received bythe"'

Michigan Project LilXing Agents*

I

,
Content Area

skirls Relatedr

, .

Aspects of Trainitig
s

.Problem

Solving
. Process -'

interpersonal
,or Group
Dynamics

Use of the
, Knowledge'

Base

6" .

Project
Administration

...-

Amount of Training 3.7*,
1

3.2' 3 4.1'

' Setting of Training:

Conference or Workshop)%

'SmIll Groups

Oneon -one with Trainer '

sinformal "Get Togethers" no

yes***

DO

Zechniques or Materials:

Gioug Discussions

LecpuresiDemonstr ations

-Role Playing, SimulatiCris

Written Guidelines,
Handbooks

mixed

yes

yes

5 yes

Provider:

Project Staff MeMher

Consultant

Other Linker

. yes

'yes

yes

iced

°no

a yes

mixed

no

yes,

mixed

P0

no no no '

mixed

mixed,

mixed.

ye.

mixed

miXed

mixed

Yes

no

yes

no

yes'

mixed

yes

!mixed

yes-

mixed

mixed

yes

no

mixed-

. 1 '
a a

*N la& .

. .
.

**Scar 5 = to a very, great extent 4..-'. ,

. .

4 = to a great 'extent -
.
. ..

//
,

. 4

3 2, to some eXteht 4

2 = took a little extent
,

, :.
.

1-11 n A - ...,

.

!

cm t 411 .
,.

-

f**Coded as Follows. yes = this setting, technique or provider was used foethis
----,

.
. co4ent area,

* nil = this setting, technique or provider waSnOt used for
this content area

..

l: mixed = the respondents had differing perceptions concerning
'this aspect. .

.,
. +

. , ...r.

I
. .

. 79
94

;'''

/ .

. .
,.

111..
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APPENDIX B ,

Survey Items for Measuring:

4

Assessment of town skis

Linker role behavior, based on extent
linker actually performs each role

49 Linker efficacy

:414-17 eole conflict

.421, 22 S '24 Job satisfaction
t.

le

1.

it

0

95 .
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5. There are a vanety of potential skills required for an effective -linker/facilitator

opinion, what are your own strengths and weaknesses in the following skill areas?
In yotir

Skill Areas Very Weak . Adequate very Strong,
, (Circle one number on each line.) -1

. High tolerance for ambiguity
\

1 2

b. OpenAess 1 2

c. Ability to live a low profile:
little needy! be visible 1 '2

Your Own -

d. Ao Tiny to organize myselfBehavior

Interper-
sonal .
Behayior

- Small
Group
Skills .

Change
Skills

Content
Skills

and others 1 2'

Ability to write at appro-
priate level (memos, letters,
meeting notes. formal docu
menu)

Listening and undeptan

Counseling

h. Oral communication

i. 'Interviewing

I. Influencing through sup-
portive reinforcement

k. Influencing through ion-
frontative and advocative
methods

I. Goal setting

m. Group team building -

n. Grow) roblem solving

o. Conflic resolution

0. Process helping

. Gaining acceptance at all
- levels of the system

r. Effective use of formal and
informal power structure

s.- Skills in problem identifica-
,

tion

t. Skills in solution selection

u. Facilitating irriOlemehtation
i .

v: Evaluation/follow up

[
Skills in content areas

x.

(reading, etc.)

Skills ir; curriculum de

.

1

1.

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

; ,2

1 2

tr..

11

1- 2

83.

4 5

3 4---/-\( 5

1

3 ,p 5
, .

3 4 5

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4 .5

5'

5

5

5

3 4 5

,...

3 4 5

3 4 54

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3" 4

3 5
,

3 4 , *5
.

...-.
4 °

3 .

3 4 5

3 ' 4 5

3. '4 5

II .,

3 4 5'

A

/ .

Q
7

6 ' 7
-olk,

6. 7

6 7

6 7

6 7

6

6 ) 7

6 = .7

'6 ,7

6 7.

6 : , 7

6 7

6 7

--
6 7

6
4 'i 7

4- 6 '7
6 .7

6 7

6 7
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10. There are many different perceptions or wnat linking agents, facilitators should do.
.-

1. 1fl your opinion, td what extent do (a) RDU central project staff, (b) staff at the local -
sites with whom you are working, and (c) you yourself expect that you shopld be per-
forming the following roles as a linking agent?

2. . To what extent-doyou actually perform these roles?
. .

Please insert the appropriate response'code in each box.

5 = to a very great extent
4 = to a great extent,
3 = to some extent
2 = to a little extent
1= not at all

1. Extent of Expectations I, 2. Exient you
Actually Per-

(c) Yourself form RolePotential Linking Agent Roles (a) RDU Central (b) Local Site
Project Staff Staff

an observerihistonan
..

an evalu ator

- an experem attsessmg the
match between innovations 7-7
and problems

- a resourceiperson

a process trainer

a program implementor

a counselor qr handthold r

4, I

- a.basic skills, career ed. or
insgrvice specialist

a conflict resolver

a coordinator
IP

- other.

77,

lorwomoo

82 97 .
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.
9. To what ixtent were you importe6t

to the accomplishments achieved during ; i,
eacg of theffollowing activities?

1.

, At
I, I

a.
.'.. I

problem identification 0 ?
e . '4

b. solution selection

5 3 2 .1

. 5 :,' 4 3 2 1 0 ?
.

46. c. planning for implementation 55 , 4 3 2 1 0 7.
...

d. implementation 4; 4 3 2 1 0 . 2

, . $ ,, ,
- t .., -

Instructions: Please rate your lob as a R DU linker/facilitator by circling the appropria6? response for

each of the following questions:
,...... .

1 To 3'
verk
great

4xtek

14. To wnat extent do people around you
,. i 1

,.. 4

have different oomions about wtrar ' ' Ji

you snoilid be doing?
. et oN.

15. Tewhat extent do people around you ,

have different opinions about how you

, should be doing your jcb?

t 4:

),A

! ~",16. To &oat extent are you c/e?r, about 0
... ,,,yhil*,,,,clopl.e expgct you to do on your

;co?
.,,

i--...? 6

expected i-
17. To what eAtent are you to do 1

; 4 5rnr,re than' you are able or have tune to do? . s-i -,

I frl
18. To what.....=endlo people make demands .64

of you that are cuts de.your job description? .?^, 5

19., To wnat extent .s progr;ss at trie site
levehitipendent upon your own efforts?

20. To what extent are rewards like pay in..

.,
;

creases, bonuses and promotions based
on how well you do your work?

21. To what extent does your lob well
give you a feeling of personal satisfaction?

22. ToCvnatextent do you have to go through
"red tape to get things done?

23. To what extent is eacn of the following
statements about your job as a linker;
facilitator true?

a. can Seam new things, new skills.

b. it has good chances for getting ahe4d.

c. It uses my skilleand abilities A- lets me,
do the things I can do best.

24. On the whole, to what extent are you
satisfied with your present Nib?

1.

,V' 83,

4-

- 11%
4

5

5

5

5

5

gnat
To a To some

.extent
exten1

ir

4

4

r
4 3 2, 1

,

4 3 1

' 4 3 2

4. 3 2 3

4 3 2

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

3 2 1

2 1

3 2. I

3 2 1

11 4 .3 2 1

To a Not at
fade

extent

Ir

k4

I


